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Sam Mayer,
Writer,
Our man Sam in Malawi.
Our good friend Sam hit the
roads and once again found
himself in a part of the world
on my top 100 places I don’t
really want to go...

Good Wives and Warriors,
Illustrators,
Ideal Human.
A few issues ago we featured
a cool exhibit at the warehouse
organised by GWAW and
when we needed some great
illustrations we knew exactly
who to call. Becky and Louise
collaborated across the Atlantic
and we love the result!

Katy Smail,
Illustrator/Photographer,
Summer of Love.
Katy’s a new friend. A
new friend for summer.
Her pictures make us
feel fuzzy. Hmmm...
Contributors

Anna Isola Crolla,
Photographer,
Dangereusement à la Mode
& Feline Frenzy.
Not only did Anna hit us
with one fantastic shoot, she
pulled out all the stops with
two! She’s on fire!!

Fragile Beauty, Beauty: Ana Cruzalegui Art Direction: Lindsay Lees
Annie’s Gonna Beat Your Face And your bikini line too...
Married a Witch, Photography: Milda Vasiliauskaite

Photo Armando Ferrari

We’re all just people. And we like people. In fact, we’d go as far as to say
we’re pro-people. People do interesting stuff, creative stuff, weird stuff,
wonderful stuff. We’re not going to get all heavy on you and hit you with some
humanitarian issues, we just want you to take a moment, have a look around
and appreciate that person sitting next to you.
We’re all just Borne Human.

C’mon, own up, who’s been sun burnt already? C’mon, don’t
lie, get that hand up. Don’t feel bad, Carrie’s still wandering
around the office with bright red ears... Apart from trying to
soak up every stray ray of sun going, since we last spoke we’ve
shown Edinburgh how to party at a Havana Club night; we’ve
made some serious shapes at Huntley & Palmer’s Audio club at
Stereo - one of our favourite new venues; we got in touch with
our feminine side at the Romeo & Juliet rehearsal - courtesy of
the Scottish Ballet; met Q. Burns at funky new hangout, the Bier
Hof on Sauchiehall Street; got glammed up for the Sex & the City
screening - courtesy of Cruise; witnessed the best sticker we’ve
seen in a long time (above) and boogied to 5am at Freeform
Five in Bamboo... Quite frankly it’s all been a bit much. Oh, and
just to ice the cake we witnessed (eavesdropped on) the best
conversation we’ve ever heard in a girl’s toilet:
Airhead One: “I’m so not going to kiss him this time.”
Airhead Two: “You so are, he’s quite cute.”
AH One: “No, I’m not!”
AH Two: “Oh go on, just go for it.”
AH One: “No way, not again!”
AH Two: “Oh just do it, I’ll buy you a double.”
AH Three: “Yeah, do it, do it!”
AH One: “Oh my God, nooo!”
AH Two: “I’ll buy you two doubles.”
AH One: “Ok then.”
AH Two: “We need to buy those boys a round anyway.”
AH One: “Why?”
AH Two: They bought us one.
AH One: “So?”
AH Two: “Well, we need to be nice to them and buy them one
back because we are nice.”
AH One: “Yeah, but not that nice.”
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Check this out.

Sébastien Tellier... Eurovision.... Whit??

Borne human?

A digital artist from Pixeloo has easily earned
himself the title of Photoshop Don, with his
amazing renders of Mario and Homer using a
whole bunch of real people. See what happens
if we take this whole human thing that little bit
too far? You end up watching a coked up freak
drink Duff and helping a creepy paedo save a
princess. Human ain’t always great, huh?
Photo Jasmine Fitzwilliam

“Waiter, waiter, there’s a fucking Giant Japanese Hornet in my honey.”
“Hmm... Well, I guess you’ll be benefiting from its stamina and energy levels
that are supposed to be released into the nectar.” “Stamina? Energy? Are you
fucking kidding me? Pass the Nutella.” “Here you go, sir.” “Cheers.”
www.edible.com

“Just let your Soooouuuuuuul Glo,
baby, feel it all so silky smooth, just let
it shiiiine through, yeah. Just let your
Sooooouuuuuuuuul Gloooooooooooooo. Soul Glo.”
www.cultclassicts.com

A poster of Scarface on your bedroom wall isn’t
exactly going to make you the man but when
you’ve a poster of Scarface made entirely of the
film’s script handwritten in different coloured
felts then you’re suddenly talking a different
kettle of fish. Don’t believe me? Trust me, no
one can help Where’s Wallying the entire bloody
thing to find their favourite quotes. “Say hello
to ma litow fwend”. Spotted. Check out www.
lapopart.com for more.
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Us humans get ill every now and then and Shannon Gerard has decided to do
something to help us out. Dinks and Boobs are hand crocheted, well, dinks and
boobs that not only help raise awareness of testicular and breast cancer but each
one also comes with a little lump in it with instructions on how to find it and how to
perform the examination on yourself.
Available in four different colours each one costs just $25 Canadian, 5 of which
goes to the Cottage Dreams cancer charity.
www.shannongerard.org/books.htm
Zimbabwe releases the ten million dollar
note worth a grand total of four bucks on
the black market. Wow, Mugabe, I guess
if you’re gonna really fuck a country, do it
right, eh?

This is the artwork of New Orleans based artist Dan Tague. He’s
created these huge prints of folded bills that give alternate messages,
(left: The American Idol, State of Fear) it’s all very political, don’t you
know. Sure, it’s pretty cool but I had a shot with the fiver in my pocket
and immediately came up with “Five Pounds Sterling”, “The Royal Bank
of Scotland” and, get this, “1097455001”. Not so impressive now, huh?
www.dantague.com

Fairey does Orwell
How better to get the yoof of today to read
the classics and the stuffy old librarians to
appreciate the iconic art of Shepard Fairey?
The original guerrila artist produced these two
cool covers for Orwell’s Penguin Classics and
we love the fact that he managed to get the
Obey logo in there, too!
www.penguinclassics.co.uk

Help made cool.
Help Remedies have only gone and
made your medicine cabinet a cool place
to be. Sick of the brash, in your face,
packaging and presentation of most
medicine they’ve come up with these
damn cool alternatives for a headache
or cut. The tablets contain “500mg of
acetaminophen” which they say is even
better than Asprin or Ibuprofin and don’t come with any
of the crazy dyes most do, “If you enjoy Red Dye #40,
you’ll have to eat it separately”. The plasters are almost
clear and made of this futuristic stuff called “hydrocolloid”
which apparently helps your wound heal faster! A must for
anyone so painfully cool that even their remedies have to
be eligible for a D&AD award.
Both available for just $6 each from www.helpineedhelp.
com

IN
RICH
“What do antlers and handbags have in common?” I hear you say. Well, ordinarily not
that much but now thanks to Rich-in-Craft the two are a lot closer. LA based product
design duo Parker Todd Brooks and Tiffani Anne Williams have created these beautiful
hand-stitched bags through “a love of vintage craft”, which they’ve named ‘The Folie à
Deux’.
Rich-in-Craft set out to merge high quality craftsmanship with art, and with these 100%
wool bags lined in silk with handcrafted moulded handles we think they’ve pulled it off.

Mimi Holiday
CRAFT

Prices upon request www.richincraft.com
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When it comes to swimwear, it takes a lot to impress. I’m
not a fan of cheap nasty Lycra and bold Hawaiian prints.
You want to feel as feminine and sophisticated hanging
by the pool as you do in your boudoir and Mimi Holiday
delivers. The new swimwear range from the creator of
lingerie range Damaris (queen of bow bums and bottom
cleavage) is simply beautiful. It pays attention to all the
right details in all the right places. Slip into one of the
ruffle bikinis, pick up a cocktail and bronze in style.

I really wish the world was cool enough to
actually warrent this product. In a way, it’s just
too damn stylish and sophisticated for real life.
Graf & Lantz’s leather and felt quiver is for your
chilled bottle of wine, or perhaps champagne,
allowing you to stroll to the park hands free with
your strawberries and foie gras. Unfortunately
you’re more likely to meet a bunch of homeless
with their own version which is less leather and
more blue polly bag but, hey, we can always
dream.
Check out their super stylish range at www.
graf-lantz.com

www.damaris.co.uk
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These women’s vintage charcoal tees are
from a new collection from Amplified based on 60s Art Nouveau posters,
Canadian hippy artist Bob Masse has
created a series of seriously wearable art.
Pick one up from just £20 at sugarbullets.co.uk

We once knew a guy in Barelona called Risto.
He wore glasses like these. He was a pretty cool
guy in a Saturday Night Fever kinda way and
these are pretty cool glasses.
AM Eyewear is an Australian label exclusively
stocked in Scotland by Cruise, 223 Ingram
Street, Glasgow, G1 1DA.
Above are the Cobsey Pink £120 and, sporting
the gold chain, the Jamo £130.

If you’ve been a Borne fan from day one you
may be familiar with the name Sruli Recht - the
Iceland-based designer who does some
amazing things with leather - but either
way, his new buckleless belt is surely worth
a mention! Cut using some sort of high
pressured water jet and fastening by simply
slipping the teeth together we want one in our
lives. Screw you, metal detectors, you ain’t got
nothing on me!
www.srulirecht.com

Snow wash Levi’s! Rock on, baby!! We’re loving these bad boys. Coupled with a
nice pair of Reebok hi-tops, a cut off tee and we’re all set. You, me and Marty McFly.
Good times. Available in the extra skinny 513 and slim fit 511, so, guys squeeeeze
into a pair today. www.levis.com

Look, look, we’re
officially modern art!
How cool is this? We randomly got sent these pics by Phyllis Ma who was obviously
so inspired by Borne that she’s gone and made some weird collage, cut out sculpture
things... Well, either that or she really hates us and just wanted to show what our mag
would look like when crossed with a shredder. Hmm... why are we printing these pics
again?
http://pm2231.googlepages.com/miscellanous

Giuseppe Canevese,
Possibly
the
coolest
furniture
designer
Ok, I have to admit, not many of us find ourselves in the market for a table football, never mind a limited edition,
hand crafted lacquer-finished maple wood, aluminum and brass bad boy from the haven of all things desirable
www.20ltd.com but this may just make you sell a vital organ to change all that.
This Good vs. Evil football table is called the ‘Opus’ and was created by The Eleven Forty Company who are
based over in Edinburgh and it’s apparent these guys have set out to completly shut down the market for high
end games room accessories.
The line up looks a little like this: For good we have Santa in goals (well, the chubby one always gets stuck in
goals), Sir Thomas More, Bobby Moore, Flash Gordon, Christopher Robin, God, Assisi, Jekyll, Mary Poppins,
Mother Teresa and good old Gandhi. Evil’s fielded Pol Pot, Lucifer, Caligula, Jack the Ripper, Vlad the Impaler,
Hitler, Lady MacBeth, Hyde, Rosa Klebb (yeah, her from James Bond), Idi Amin and the Child Catcher.
They say each table takes 400 man hours to create (apparently it only takes 27 to make a Mercedes... wow.)
www.20ltd.com
www.elevenforty.com

in
the
world.

These amazing cabinets and drawers
are just a small sample of the work of
Italian designer Giuseppe Canevese.
The whole range features the artwork of
prolific 60s illustrator and erotic comic
book artist Guido Crepax. Guido was
slightly obsessed with the stylish life of
his female creation, Valentina Rosselli,
whose surreal tales of espionage, sci-fi
and fantasy were lapped up throughout
Italy and France. Flick through Guido’s
work and you see where Sin City creator
Frank Miller got a whole heap of his
inspiration.
Giuseppe’s furniture features the images
from a few of Guido’s best works and
even throws in some Kandinsky for good
measure and a splash of colour.
It’s stuff like this that makes you realise
where those Italians got their shit hot
reputation from.
Check out the online store www.
ennezero.it for more information on
stockists and prices.

The Hogarth Family

Keep it in the family.
You know when you start going out with a girl and you get to that stage where she introduces you to her family? And they all look scarily similar..?
And you’re now looking at your new chick and you’re looking at her brother... and her mum, and her aunt, and her gran and they’re practically the
same person... and you have to ask yourself some serious questions...
Darran Barton investigates.

The McLeod Family

Our Man
Sam
in
Malawi.
Words & Photo Sam Mayer

There’s nothing like thinking you’re going be mugged, ravaged by dogs
or killed at the best of times, but to consider all three on my first night
in Malawi was an interesting way to start this trip. I was picked up from
my hotel – a mosquito-ridden, internetless bungalow guarded by hungry
looking men with hungry looking dogs – by some guys I’d been put in
touch with by a friend over email. They show up in a van that had been on
its last legs for too long and we coughed and spluttered our way up the
pitch-black road on our way to Lilongwe’s finest Korean restaurant. That
is, until the van cut out. From the noise it made I knew we were fucked, but
that didn’t stop the boys trying everything they knew to restart the thing.
Pointless. It was only about 8.30pm but there weren’t even any streetlights
to see what we were doing. Picture three total strangers stuck reading a
van manual by the light of their mobile phones, not a Boy Scout badge
between us.

relationship, particularly if you’re stuck on the side of a dark road, don’t
know where you are and it shows. As the barks got louder we argued
about whether or not to lock ourselves in the car. We didn’t come to a
decision. One of the guys tried to lighten the mood by telling us he’d been
warned not to walk outdoors after dark as it was common for tourists to
be mugged, sometimes killed for the few dollars they had in their pockets
or the clothes on their backs. I’d known this guy for maybe thirty minutes.
He was a nice bloke, but clearly timing wasn’t his strong point. Finally
‘Mr. Subtle’ got through to his boss, who picked us up before the dogs,
muggers and or killers arrived.

So we phoned and phoned anyone we could think who lived near, but no
one was picking up. That’s when we heard the dogs. Now, there’s been a
government crackdown on stray dogs in Lilongwe because a) there’s so
many of them, and b) they’re hungry… and that means for babies. Okay,
so maybe I’m exaggerating with the ‘dogs eating babies’ concept, but
I wouldn’t be surprised, let’s put it that way. Oh, and by “crackdown” I
actually mean these dogs are getting shot on sight. So not only are these
strays hungry and scavenging anywhere anyhow, but they also think
that every human is going to shoot them. Not a good starting point for a

As the barks got
louder we argued about
whether or not to lock
ourselves in the car.

The next day I decided city life in Lilongwe was a little too intense so I
traveled four hours south to the tiny village of Mua near Lake Malawi.
Surely this would be a change of pace, with fewer dogs, less killing,

more peace and quiet. It was definitely different, but no less eventful.
Transport came in the form of a twelve-seater minivan covered in bumper
stickers telling the world how much it loved Jesus. I was the seventeenth
passenger and the only person who made an effort to make some room
was a portly woman sitting in the back row. Her shaved head and caked
make-up were an interesting combination but she was a good travelbuddy for the next few hours, giving me interesting facts about the
sites we passed and, better still, grew quiet when she could tell I wasn’t
interested. Our relationship went downhill, however, when the driver
switched on the radio. Betty, my so-called buddy, proceeded to sing along
to Mariah Carey at the top of her voice, badly. It reminded me of the time I
was in a taxi in Krakow and the driver sang along to ’Aint No Sunshine, but
in Polish while smoking a cigarette. Now, like any other respectable fifteen
year-old guy, I knew my fair share of Mariah songs and yes, I had a poster
too. But that was thirteen years ago, and today I wouldn’t admit to knowing
her lyrics (even though I clearly still do). However, radio-play seemed
to be about thirteen years behind in Malawi, which I guess is relative
progress given how bad the roads are.
I got off the bus in Mua, sweaty but glad to be rid of Betty, Mariah and
their noise. It took a minute to sink in but as I walked down the main road it
hit me just how vibrant and noisy this place was. It was market day, which
meant the air was filled with the sounds and smells of everything Mua

had to offer. One vendor was writing a sign for his stall as I passed, which
promised to meet all my Motorola needs. I wondered if that was keeping
him in business. I’m used to getting a lot of attention in these kinds of
markets, mainly from chancers who want to charge me for taking pictures
and sure enough, there they were, voicing their great sense of injustice
that I might be disrespectful enough to snap a few shots and not pay them
each the equivalent of a week’s salary. As I left the market I was followed
by a group of kids holding out their hands and unanimously chanting what
seemed to be the only English word they knew: “money.”
I found my way to the river, which was packed full of children playing and
women washing clothes. A small group of kids noticed me and scurried
up the bank to a large rock, as if it was a stage for them to perform on.
Various dismounts from the rock followed. They seemed very happy with
the ‘thumbs up’ I gave them from the other side of the river. The last kid,
realizing he had the stage to himself, started to show off. I would put
money on this kid never having watched a television let alone a Ralph
Macchio movie but I swear he had the infamous “crane” move from Karate
Kid down to perfection.
On my way back to the market I saw a guy with a t-shirt that read, “I got
this t-shirt for my girlfriend… the best trade I ever made.” I looked at it,
then at him and chuckled. He didn’t seem to find it funny. Maybe his exgirlfriend didn’t either.

Ever wondered what a bar of Dairy Milk would
look like if Cadbury fired their designers and
decided to redesign their packaging using the
free software that comes with Windows? Wonder
no longer.

Double take.
I like Aldi. I like the fact that you can buy things at a fraction of the price than in the ill stocked Tesco
Metro up the road, but what I really like is their willingness to stock some blatant brand knock offs
that would put China’s finest counterfeit merchants to shame. Honestly, how do they get away with
this? Why don’t they get sued? Fuck it, as much as I like ‘em, I think I may just sue them my damn
self!

Head Strong? Are you kidding me? So, really,
as long as the name contains and least one
word of the original brand’s then it doesn’t
matter what you call it, huh? Head Ache, Head
Board, Head Waiter... all options that were on
the table.
“Your Honour, I really don’t see the resemblance. Yes, the colours
are the same, yes, the angle of the text is the same, yes, the
names sound alike if spoken aloud, yes, both boxes feature the
words wholegrain, high in fibre and low in fat, yes, the number 24
also makes an appearance, yes, as do the small ticks but really,
it’s a totally different product. Really.”

I love it, Lucozade spends millions re-enforcing its place at the
forefront of sports performance and then up pops ‘Explosade’
with a take no prisoners name, the audacity to claim to be the
‘Original Energy Drink’ and actually does look like it’d make you
run faster.

In some countries they actually laugh at the fact that
we have a product called ‘Fairy’ so I suppose there’s
a whole bunch of people out there who would actually
trust ‘Magnum’ to get the grease off their plates. Which
it probably does, along with that pesky pattern too. Oh,
and the fingerprints from your fingers too.

Um, this is pretty bad but I think I actually prefer the look
of Protane... The sleek shape, the positive name, the more
obvious pseudo molecular science crap all add up to one
bloody convincing bottle of shampoo! Hey, maybe Pantene’s
the imposter, maybe Protane was first, maybe I’ll start using this
great brand! Hm, maybe the hair loss won’t be permanent...

“I’m kinda hungry, got anything that’s quick?” “Um, yeah,
you could have a Snack Noodle.” “Dude, you mean a Pot
Noodle.” “No, it’s a Snack Noodle...” “Trust me, mate, you
mean Pot Noodle.” “Look, it’s a Snack Noodle, now do you
want it or not?” “Um, aye, all right then.”
Cheeky bastards.

summer of love.
When Katy Smail showed us some of her work we knew we wanted
to share it with all of you so we asked her to do a shoot for us in her
own lovely style. An illustrator and photographer, Katy’s work makes
us think of old seventies album covers, long hippy hair, daisy-chain
necklaces and lazy days in the sun.
Bring on the summer!
See more of her work at www.whatktdoes.com

The best things in life
are free.

It’s not a charity but rather a free store, right?
True. There are other free stores that are more charity minded, and they get a ton of clothes to people who need them, which is amazing,
but we are most interested in the fashion side of things and want to create a space for experimentation and discussion and the best way
to do that is to remove all economic restraints.
What kind of clothing do you receive, is it mostly retro/vintage? What is the best piece you’ve had in the store so far?
I like to think of it as vintage. We’ve had a lot of really shocking pieces donated, shockingly good and shockingly bad! As for the good
clothes, I personally found a lovely white vest that I had been looking for for about 3 months; I think Denver has a thing against white
vests or something. Also, I’m pretty taken with this women’s trench, which has a very, sort of, severe German look to it, it’s a deep, almost
black navy, with a red inner lapel, which just peaks out, and red cuffs on slightly too short
sleeves, and gold buttons – definitely a fall item. I don’t have a picture of it, but it’s really
impressive. We’ve also had a black-gold midi-length leather jacket with rhinestone buttons,
a t-shirt with giant black jack cards made entirely of sequins, a vintage 60s paisley buttonup shirt, a collection of amazingly atrocious vinyl pants in pink, beige, snake skin and black,
a spring biking cape… a lot was taken during our grand opening before I really got to
appreciate it, but we are always getting in great stuff.

“We think we
provide a lot of room for
the fashion minded to
play, and sort of, colour
outside the lines.”

You mentioned that you have seasonal parties where people bring their extra clothes,
so do you have to bring something to the store to be able to take something, like an
exchange, or could you just come in off the street and take something for free? You also
said that you would like to get more designers and stores involved to raise the stakes,
how? Would they donate brand new clothes and you would give them away for free?

Giving away stuff for free ain’t easy – we should know. So when we heard there was a Denver based clothing
shop doing exactly that we were a little intrigued. Free Boutique is a shop where you can walk in off the street, pick
whatever takes your fancy and stroll on out without handing over a single penny. No alarms will ring and no security
guards will chase you. It’s completely free with no strings attached. The owners describe the concept as “a sort of gift
economy based on a give what you can basis.” Gaining clothes and stock for their free shop by throwing seasonal
donation parties where they ask people to donate their extra clothes and accessories whilst providing tea and
sandwiches, live music and runway shows. It all sounds a little too good to be true so we decide to find out more.

People are encouraged to walk in off the street; incidentally, Colfax Avenue, the road we are on, is the longest street in the US. I don’t
know if you have space for that, but what a fantastic fact! I’ve heard of exchange stores and those sound like a pretty good idea as well,
but all our stuff is free, and if you can donate, great, if not, that’s great too. As for getting designers involved, we have not completely
worked out the kinks on that one, we’re so new, after all. We acknowledge that many up and coming designers are struggling to make
ends meat, and certainly we want to support their flourishing, and not be an added concern, in any way. Still, many other designers may
wish, and there’s been some interest already, to contribute cast-offs, or work with the clothing we have and do re-makes that could be
used as fundraisers or raffles for both parties. Essentially, we think the Free Boutique provides a lot of room for the fashion-minded to
play, and sort of, colour outside the lines; we want to extend that opportunity to anyone interested.
Payment or donation is optional but most people would feel uncomfortable walking into a shop and taking something for free, do you
think it’s a guilty conscience that wills them into a donation?
Possibly, but that works in our favour, freedom ain’t free, as they say!

How many of you are involved in running Free Boutique and who came up with the initial idea?
It was started by me, Adam Tinnell and my girlfriend Kate Kershenstein but we’ve had a ton of help from our friends and family, in total
we have about 20 volunteers. As for the concept, Kate and I came up with the idea as basically a rip off of the free stores that were
associated with the Cockettes and all that 60s Digger stuff or the punk houses in the 80s. We used to run a free store for about 3 years
that was a lot closer to that style, but we got sick of the mess, the endless folding and the instability – we would set up in parks and in
various places and had a squat for a brief spell – but it turned into a lot of hassle, and ultimately, wasn’t appealing to a wider variety of
people, so we took a couple years off. But, about a month ago we heard about this antique mall that was offering space for really cheap
and thought it would be a perfect chance to start up again. We still work with some punk houses in town to help them start up and/or
maintain themed free boxes. For example, one house only takes flannels, cargo shorts and other such nonsense, that free box is called
the Tool Time Free Box… but it’s really nice to also have something more accessible.
How long ago did the store open?
We’ve been open a little over a month, and have a ton more work to do!
Do you receive a salary or wages for working there or is it a volunteer
basis and if so do you all have other jobs as well as the Boutique?

Pay what you can, and
if that’s nothing, then
that’s cool.”

At this point, there are no paid positions within the Free Boutique. It is all volunteer run. We are planning to do more fundraisers so that we
can pay people based on certain tasks that are more arduous and time consuming. We want to move away from a completely volunteerbased staff because it tends to be classist. Moreover, we feel the Free Boutique has the potential to be self-sustaining. As for Kate and I,
we are both artists on the side and work a variety of odd jobs to pay the bills.

Joking aside, our “price tags” remind our shopper that we have some rent and supply costs, and that if you feel you have the resources
to contribute, then that would be lovely, and a great way to help the Free Boutique to keep on keeping on. But, they also remind our
shopper that you can pay what you can, and if that’s nothing, then that’s cool too. Basically, we want people to consider the cost of a
community-minded project like Free Boutique, when they are shopping. Not to create a psychological gambit wherein one feels they
have to donate, but to instil a sense of what is needed to support a project that in-turn helps to support the community. The giving, and
the getting, is intended as a cycle, and that’s what matters, the movement a gift, from one person to another – sometimes our ideas of
consumption inform that process, but really, our intention is to tap into our ideas of community.
And finally, what drives you to keep giving away free clothing, why is it so important to get second hand clothes into the hands of
people who will wear them?
We are very concerned with the state of the fashion industry today in terms of two major aspects: waste and labour abuses. In terms of
waste, the Free Boutique is a way to minimize the useable clothing that gets thrown in the trash and the attitude that clothes are somehow
deprived of their value if they are ‘used’. Fashion is totally disposable and the Free Boutique celebrates that, people should be able to
change their clothes 5 times a day, if they are that committed, but just because a look is disposable doesn’t mean the clothing is. Clothes
carry so much meaning that it is impossible to say how that might translate from one person to the next.
As for labour abuses, in 2008, I think we are all aware that many garments are made in sweatshops and under terrible conditions. The
Free Boutique is a functional model of a gift economy, and in that way, opens up the door to rethinking how we get our clothes and how
we want to spend our money/efforts. We’re not opposed to buying clothes in general, but are opposed to buying sweatshop clothes. If
fashion is looked at in its pure form, removed from conspicuous consumption, it has the power to restructure the world. It is the art of selfpresentation and social communication, and in that sense, it is the most community-oriented art form. The most inspiring thing for me, is
seeing someone that is marginalized by society dressed to the nines, essentially, I think it “really shows them.”

jen stark
sculptor
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Let us just explain what you’re looking at. This is multiple sheets of coloured
paper that’s been painstakingly cut, folded and shaped into these amazing
forms. In a way it’s incredibly simple but when you try and work out the
technicality your brain starts to hurt. You’d have to have the precision of
a surgeon and the patience of a saint. A graduate from Maryland Institute
College of Art (MICA), Baltimore, Jen’s simple use of colour and pattern
brightens our day but please pause for thought for the multiple paper-cuts
so doubt incurred!
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Ian
Sturrock
Photography Armando Ferrari

Ian Sturrock is a bodybuilder. He’s human plus. The day before we met up he’d
clinched overall winner at the Pro-Lab competition and he went on to win overall Mr
Scotland a week later. Last year he was classed 4th best amateur bodybuilder in the
world and he hopes to improve on that this year. Sitting at just 3% body-fat and in the
best condition of his life we had a chat.
How long have you been training?
I actually did my first show when I was 14. That’s 21 years ago. I first started with
weights when I was 12. I used to box so that’s why, then I saw the documentary
‘Pumping Iron’, with Arnold Schwarzenegger, and that was me.

I can’t believe that! 14?
Yeah, and I came fourth… only six guys in the class, under 21s… I’ve never come
last, ever. From 2000 to 2002 I did the natural shows and in 2002 I went to New
York with them and won light heavyweight Mr World, but when I can back here all I
heard was that the only reason I won Mr World was because it was the BNBF (British
Natural Bodybuilding Foundation) organisation and it’s supposedly a lower standard
than any of the other ones so I found out the toughest one, which was NABBA
(National Amateur Bodybuilding Association) and came fourth in the world last year
with them and this is the best I’ve been.
How often do you train?
Six days a week, after a show it’ll maybe go down to 4 days a week just to let my
body rest a bit. A lot of times I just do one muscle part each day, right now I’m doing
two a wee bit more often just because of competitions but, yeah, you have to split it
up otherwise you’d be in the gym for 5 hours!!
Are you sponsored by anyone?
No, everything that I’ve done so far has been on my own. I’ve been at the gym in
Paisley for 3 or 4 years and represent the gym and it’s been great, Stevie Brown who
runs it’s the only guy who’s helped me out. It’s probably partly my own fault; I’m not
good at asking for things when I really should. I’ve been approached and any help’s
great help but it’s just never materialised.
It’s quite a small gym.
If I’ve got the equipment it doesn’t matter where it is. And I love the gym there, we all
know each other, everyone helps out. It’s like the way it used to be.
How has your training developed over the years?
Every year you learn something new. You’ve got to be open minded, there could be
a boy who’s only been training for a year but he’s had an idea I’ve never heard of,
you’ve got to try different things, so it changes all the time. I always do compound
movements to increase size, for instance, benching for chest, squats for legs, and
after them I’ll chop and change. Build and shape, build and shape. The shaping
exercises you can change around a lot and variety is everything. That’s how you
make big improvements; wee changes. A different grip, something simple, can bring
something out that you never thought you had.
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I train very smart, very strict. Very, very slow, no jerky movement.
That’s why I don’t get injured. Forget the weight, the weight will
come, get your form right. Never cheat, so disciplined.
Have you ever done anything crazy, training wise?
Well, I’m a really strong bodybuilder, my strength’s my thing and
I did a 200kg bench press that’s on YouTube. Normally I wouldn’t
go to 200 kg, I’d go to 180 and do, like, 6 reps… but if there’s
a reason – like somebody putting it on YouTube – I’ll do more
than normal and every now and then I like to do something like
that just to see how strong I really am. I could do 210… I know
I could… I should have done a bit more. I get inspiration from
watching Ronnie Coleman, Mr Olympia DVDs, I watch one of
them and I just want to go to the gym! But I’m very self motivated,
I’ve never had a training partner. Everyone in the gym is my
training partner, if you were in the gym and I needed a hand I’d
ask you. In bodybuilding it’s all you.
What’s the diet like? Is it all eggs and chicken breast?
Well, there’s nothing harder than the diet before a competition.
Off season I’ll have the odd Chinese or anything I want but come
competition time, well, I’m quite lucky I’ve got fast metabolism so
I’ll only need to diet 10 weeks before a show, I know that sounds
quite a lot but one guy last night had to diet for 9 months!
That’s like a year!
I know, I couldn’t do that… But you’re talking basmati rice,
chicken, fish, water, protein drinks, basically vitamins; that’s your
life for 10 weeks. It’s not so much starving yourself, people think
of diet and that I’m hungry all the time, it’s not like that at all, I
actually eat more and actually put on weight when I’m dieting for
a show, you’re eating six meals a day. Smaller meals but more
often to keep your metabolism going. What’s harder is forcing
yourself to eat things you don’t want. You crave things you can’t
have, you really, really crave things to the point you’re nearly
crying, you know? That’s actually harder than the not eating. But
it’s you going up on stage and if you want to win, you have to
make the sacrifices and be disciplined. It’s hard work and hard
work for your partner as well! I used to set my alarm at night
and get up and have a protein drink but now when I diet for a
bodybuilding show, because of my metabolism I’ll only sleep
maybe two, three hours at a time. I love it, though. I mean you
see guys in the gym really upset or complaining and I say, well
don’t do it. If you can’t handle it, don’t do it. You only live once,
make yourself happy, you know? It’s hard for people that think it’s
hard… They kind of feed off the negative, too many people play
off it, I don’t know if they’re looking for sympathy or an excuse to
be grumpy but I try not to do that.
Since the days of Arnie the aesthetic has really changed. The
guys now are just huge compared to back then, do you like the
way it’s changed?
You look at the top professional bodybuilders and it’s a freak
show now, they look like something out of a cartoon and then you
look at ‘Pumping Iron’, you know, with the small waists, and they
could walk down the street and they’d look big and muscular but
people wouldn’t point like a circus act! I think they’ve gone too
far, I mean I’m realistic, I’m an amateur, a world class amateur
but there’s no way I could turn professional and win any of those
shows, I’ve not got that kind of physique, like a huge freaky
monster. You see these guys in the flesh and it’s frightening. I

like to be agile, I used to box and do gymnastics and still break
dance.
Do you do much cardio?
No. Because of my metabolism. People hate me because of it!
This year I’ve done next to no cardio… once a week at the most.
But everyone’s different.
How often do you look at your physique and take stock and
decide what needs improving?
It’s more of a yearly thing. I competed last night and will compete
all month and there’s not much I can do now but at the end of last
year I got some constructive criticism – you need more of this, a
bit more of that, I like constructive criticism. So what I’ve done all
year is work on those bits and build them up better and I do
that every year. As long as I beat myself. I used to get tied into
the ‘I need to win, I need to win’ but it’s not about that anymore,
it’s about being better. If I’m better than the year before, I’m
doing something right, it doesn’t matter what the results are.
Don’t get me wrong, I like to win but you need to be happy. Like
Arnold says, it’s like painting a picture and instead of drawing,
you’re going away and making it. It’ll never be perfect. I’ll never
be happy… but that’s why you work hard in the gym. The day I’m
happy with it then I think it’s time to stop competing. I don’t think
that’ll happen for a long time!
Psychologically, you know, I think I’m skinny… I don’t like thinking
I’m good ‘cause then you get complacent and don’t train as
hard… so, you’re never happy (laughs).
What’s it like being a bodybuilder in Scotland? Do people
appreciate bodybuilding?
No, Britain as a whole doesn’t… I say that because when I went
to New York for the World Championships in 2002 and won
light heavyweight the next day I was in 4 magazines! I went
into Dunkin’ Donuts and the woman and the guy behind the
counter were at the show and they bring their cameras out and
autographs… I think if I’d have stayed there, I’d be working in
a gym, they’d be sponsoring me… but I’ve got the rest of my
life, my wee boy here, my girl, family, you know. But I love doing
it, it’s not for the money, I just love it. What I found in America,
everyone’s like ‘you’re awesome’, so many compliments, see
here, you’ll get idiots saying ‘oh, I used to be built like you.’ I go,
oh, you must have been really good then… they don’t see me
busting my arse six days a week and dieting and all that. That’s
the difference, you know?
Is there anything else you want to mention?
Just, and I think every bodybuilder would agree, that your partner
goes through the same thing they do. People don’t realise that.
Lynsey Robertson, my fiancé, she’s been brilliant and they don’t
get the recognition they deserve, you know? You need someone
that’s understanding behind you, you really do.
It’s a way of life… I’ll be doing this ‘til I’m dead, it’s in your blood.
I’m proud of that. I’d rather do that than be gambling or drinking,
you know? I get better and better and better and you can’t
explain the feeling you get, you feel important, it’s more than just
a good feeling. All this respect you get, you know, it’s fantastic…
fantastic.

Rebecca Davies: “Grace Jones because she’s genius. In an ideal world I would be her. End of.”

Stuart White: “A young Michael Jackson - Good looking, amazing singer, amazing dancer,
nice guy - an ideal human to many. Before he became a bit weird...”

The Ideal Human.

We asked a few of our favourite illustrators to have a think about their ‘ideal human’ and throw something back at
us. It’s really strange that the majority of them drew something or someone musical... Talk about an MTV generation,
huh? I’m sure Freud would have a field day but they’re all pretty great so enjoy.
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Skinny Gaviar: “Basically I don’t think there are ideal human beings. On the other hand there are
some people in art, music that are sort of ideal for me.”

Jamie Miller: “My strange idea of the perfect human. Something new I drew at the weekend.”

Good Wives and Warriors: “Weird Science is based on the idea of creating the perfect human and how gross that actually is. The female faces are all based on this website that creates perfect-women
from hybrids of beautiful actresses and celebrities - the results are terrifying!”

Human after all.
How better to celebrate humanity than with the one thing we all do so
well? Lying. We asked this issue’s team what their worst one was and
then found it hard to trust one another ever again.
Ana: (When caught speeding in Texas at 17) “Officer, please, I’m a
member of the Peruvian royal family and I’ll get in so much trouble if
you give me a ticket.”
Boo, You Whore: “No, I didn’t sleep with him.”
Lindsay: (On a daily basis) “I’m a big fan of your work.”
Iain: (On a daily basis) “I’ll pass your CV on to Carrie and she’ll get
back to you.”
Carrie: “I’ve only got two nipples...”
Rocco: “A girl used to stalk me who I really disliked. I told her I was
a huge Lighthouse Family fan and had a small shrine to them in my
room. She kinda stopped bugging me after that.”
Lorna: “I said I own my own business to get a
cheap mobile phone deal...”
Darran: “My sister and I used to pretend our mum was our foster carer
as we look nothing like her. We’d walk down the street with her while
shouting for help saying she was abusing us...”
Sam: “One night I got wasted at a work party - woke up at a friend’s
place, my wallet was gone and all I had in my pocket was a receipt
from a gas station in New Jersey. I told my girlfriend my buddy had
just broken up with his fiance and I stayed at his to comfort him.”
Anna: “I was using a 5 foot pair of bird wings for a shoot. Returning
them I was aware there was a scent in the car… my cat had
unmistakably pissed on them! Walking past the assistant and offering
to place the wings in the area I’d previously found them, a pleased
look on her face clearly showed gratitude, I placed the wings as far
away from her desk as possible, hopefully allowing me enough time to
make a clean getaway!”

Robot #7
Robot #7 is a mystery; he never takes
off his sunglasses and can often be
found gazing out to sea.
He also has large hands.

Pirate-Bot
Pirate-Bot likes roaming the high seas, eating biscuits,
watching Yoho Ahoy, collecting shiny things and going
AAAAARRGH. He doesn’t talk about his past or where
he got his lovely stripy top, however his parrot is from
Top Shop Pirate.

Humans are
so overrated.
We get sent some pretty weird shit on a daily basis.
Most is just that, shit. But every now and then it’s
Robo-Kritch
the other thing, weird - these cool cardboard robots
Robo-Kritch
was
the first
are the rather odd obsession/hobby/passion of
cardboard
robot
I
made
and
the
Richard Young who may just be planning on taking
robot
embodiment
of
me.
over the world... so long as it doesn’t rain... See
Consequently he likes icemore at www.iamkritch.co.uk
cream, maths and rampaging
through badly photoshop-ed
downtown Tokyo.
Wind-up Bellydance Bot
Bellydance Bot has a wind–up mechanism
inside her allowing her to dance.
She likes tribal as well as traditional
bellydancing and when she’s not dancing
she enjoys squirrel fishing, sleeping and
buying bellydance outfits.

Knit one, purl one.
Borne talks knit with Emma McCorquodale.
When we first saw Emma McCorquodale’s work the first thing to strike us was
how beautiful it was, knitwear so delicate it looks like lace, in fine sheer layers with
feminine drapery in stains of pink and inky blues. The second thought was how
familiar it was. That’s because upon graduating from her MA at the Royal College
of Art she showcased her work in New York where she was then snapped up by
Donna Karan to produce knitwear for the label.
Looking back at DKNY’s Fall 07 collection it’s easy to see Emma’s influences with
bright pink dip dye dresses and cardis. Not bad for a young knitwear graduate
from Galashiels, huh? What’s even more impressive is that since showing in New
York the creative director of Inhabit, Susie Cho, who has designed for the likes of
Calvin Klein and Michel Kors, approached Emma to join the company on a part
time basis working form the UK. She must have impressed as she’s just been
offered a full time position as a knitwear designer for the company out in NYC.
So, there you go, kids, it pays to work hard and stay in school!
Before she jets off she just had enough time to complete a few questions for us.
My inspiration comes from… I am always influenced by traditional and
contemporary Japanese design and philosophies towards their everyday lives.
From dress to how they wrap and package objects to how they arrange a room.
Other areas include artists such as Egon Schiele, Whistler, taxidermist Polly
Morgan, artist/architect Gordon Matta Clark, designers Anne Valerie Hash, Rick
Owens, Comme, Anne Demeulemeester, AF Vandervost. Also sourced fabrics
and yarns tend to inspire a look or mood. Central to this is my own idea/story/
aesthetic, from which my designs grow from and the illustrations which are
inspired by this and inform my designs.
The space I work in is… one of my favourite places, split in two – one space is
at home, the other is in a studio space at the back of my friend’s boutique on the
water front. Both are light and crammed full of too much stuff!
The woman I design for is… her own person, dresses for the day as well as

The West End Festival is pretty cool - it gives you a reason, well, an excuse really, to spend the day padding from
park to pub to street to pub again without feeling like a bit of a loser. Quite the opposite in fact, you get to feel pretty
damn cultured about the whole affair as you take in some live jazz, DJs and comedy with your rays and beers.
We asked the guys at Brel what they had lined up for the month of June and were hit with a list the length of the
bar. From Brazilian and Afro-Cuban beats to synthed up blues to one of Canada’s freakiest stand ups, there really
is something for everyone. Get the moules frites on, guys, we’re making Brel our office for the month of June. Oh,
we do have a tenner riding on it raining for the opening street carnival, though. But it wouldn’t be the same if it
didn’t. Check out www.brelbarrestaurant.com for their full listings. The festival runs from 13th to the 29th June.

Fridge-Bot
Sadly Fridge-Bot can’t reach the
door in his chest with his own
hands, but being a mobile cold
beer storage means he does get
invited to a lot of parties.

for her imagination. Feminine, strong, practical, a day dreamer… I guess me,
therefore!
New York’s style compares to Britain’s in that… it is similar, on every given
day on the street, just as diverse and individual, depending on which area
you are in… closest match are the girls and boys of Williamsburg, Brooklyn, in
comparison to places such as Glasgow and London.
I would describe my own style as… feminine crossed with a bit of tom
boyishness! Fine slouchy t-shirts, delicate knits, nothing too bright apart from
my fav red lipstick! American apparel leggings and accessories! Items from my
travels. It all comes down to how I’m feeling.
The process for creating my collection is… organic, intuitive, a mixture of knitting
fabrics, draping, drawing, photographing, back to drawing…
When someone wears one of my pieces they feel… hopefully beautiful, that the
piece already was meant for them. That it becomes a part of who they are.
Knitwear is thought of as… currently, exciting, with many possibilities for new
product development. It is far more accessible in terms of different styles in
contemporary fashion and very much a large part of modern design collections
internationally, more than in previous years. There is a lot of innovation happening
right now.
Being part of the Glasgow Style Awards… was a challenge, proud to be part of
something celebrating Scottish design and was another important experience for
me.
My time at art school was… amazing, hectic, stressful, inspiring, emotional,
obsessive, fun, 6 years of my life (BA & MA), the making of me.
My advice to soon to be art school graduates is… your collection/final work
is an extension of you, opportunities will come and go with it, take as many
opportunities as possible, keep an open mind, be yourself, no matter who
approaches you professionally, always be yourself!
Be prepared to be patient after your show, follow up every lead, don’t be afraid to
call a studio or company to view your portfolio, if they haven’t come to you, go to
them. Think outside the box in terms of where you are right now, think in terms of
the international art/design world when looking for opportunities.
Keep updating your portfolio, if you do not have a job in months to come, your
collection very quickly becomes old work and 6 months down the line at an
interview they will want to know what you’ve been doing and will expect new work
even if you have been working full time just to get cash.

Make it stop.
Words & Photos Iain Nevill
Kevin McIntyre is a professional boxer and current British Welterweight Champion who’s just starting his
eight week training before his next title defence. I went along to have a chat and see how long I could
keep up. Well, put it this way, I can finally move my arms again.
The week before I was to go meet Kevin McIntyre for a training day I
thought I should probably go for a run or two. I wasn’t presumptuous
enough to think that my fitness would soar to anywhere near the level
it was going to require but I thought I should probably get used to the
oh-shit-I’m-going-to puke feeling so it wasn’t such a stranger when it
inevitably popped up.

Current British Welterweight Champion, Kevin McIntyre
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Finally the day rolled around and I joined Kevin at his boxing gym
in Paisley’s St Mirren Football Club. As we walked in he pointed to
the stadium where, when his training’s in full flow, he’ll do runs and
sprints up and down the stands. Thankfully, this was the first time
Kevin had been back in a gym for a good few weeks as he’d been
resting in between fights so, in theory, things were going to be a little
easier.
Before a fight, Kevin will usually go through an eight week training
schedule. There’s the intro week to shake off the cobwebs, six weeks
of hard as nails pain, then a light week to relax, think tactics and

focus. Once in full flow, Kevin will be on a six day schedule; Monday,
Wednesday and Friday will include a 6-8 mile run and sparring.
Tuesdays and Thursdays are when he does the 3 minute interval
runs and the stairs he’d pointed out; 3 minutes full pelt, 1 minute rest,
etc, etc, etc simulating boxing rounds. He’ll also do some light pad
work on those days and weights too. Saturdays he’ll do something
aerobic but not necessarily boxing related and Sunday he recharges
the batteries. It’s funny, when you just write it down it doesn’t sound
too bad, doesn’t sound like it’d take over your whole life, but if you
imagine that every hour you spend in the office, studio or wherever, is
an hour you’d be out of breath, in pain and trying to ignore the voice
in your head telling you to just please stop, you get a better idea of
the commitment involved.
Like most sports people he started young, and no doubt like half the
fighters out there it was Rocky that made him pester his dad to take
him to his first gym. That was when he was just 12 and 90 amateur
fights later he turned pro at 22. Now 8 years on he feels things are

finally right where his team’s concerned.

also have to stay completely focused or get a fist in the face.

A boxer’s team usually involves their trainers,
coach and manger. Boxing’s a pretty unique sport
in that there isn’t one huge yearly tournament or
championship that all boxers train for. Fights are
organised between the fighters themselves (or their
management) and this means there’s all the dealing
and wrangling that you just don’t see elsewhere.
Your manger will scour the ranks for an opponent
who looks about the same level as you in terms
of experience and ability but obviously someone
who they think you’ve a good chance of beating.
Obviously both managers will fancy their fighter
has the winning edge and that’s how a fight comes
about. It’d be almost impossible to try and handle
that whole side yourself as well as focussing on
the training, nutrition and mind set. Kevin’s recently
joined Braveheart Promotions and is now managed
by Barry Hughes and it seems to be going great for
him.

Stepping into the ring, as long as Kevin knows he’s put the work in
then he’s calm. He never wants to have doubts about his fitness or
wish he’d just pushed a little harder or run than extra mile. He’s not
really going to learn much more in terms of moves, and there’s only
so much you can learn in boxing. It’s now all about fitness, timing and
training. I wanted to know if he studies an opponent intensively weeks
before a fight but Kevin doesn’t actually like watching his opponent’s
videos before a fight. He gets a little restless; I suppose it must be
like watching yourself in the ring before you’re actually there. It also
didn’t help that the last opponent he was shown (who he did beat)
annihilated his man. That’s not going to build anyone’s confidence…
But that’s the work of the trainer, to look for flaws or weaknesses in
the opponent’s game and just bring the tactics to the training session.
I get a chance to gulp down some water before we switch to hitting
opposite sides of the bag at the same time, 30 seconds punching,
10 seconds bouncing on your toes, 30 seconds punching, you get
the idea. Well, Kevin’s punching I’m sort of pawing/stroking. It’s
ridiculous; I may as well be hugging the bag. This is what round 12
must feel like.

We’re in the gym now and before the warm-up Kev
goes over to the stereo and House of Pain’s Jump
Around pumps through the room; this is his ring
music. He’s had the bagpipes before but nothing
gets you and the crowd quite as pumped as House
of Pain.
Just a year ago Kevin was in a bad place. He was
coming off a couple of loses, didn’t have the right
mindset and just didn’t feel he had the support he
needed. After switching to Braveheart things have
turned 180. Barry knew exactly what Kevin needed
at that point in his career and organised a fight he
knew Kevin could win. It wasn’t long after that that
Kevin was offered a title shot (the Celtic title) which
he won and then proceeded to win and also defend
the British Welterweight title. It’s been a whirlwind of
a year but it’s all been in the right direction and now
Kevin couldn’t be more in the zone as he finds himself on the verge
of securing the coveted Lonsdale belt for life! (If you successfully win
a British title and defend it three times then the Lonsdale belt is yours
for keeps.)
Once his wraps are on he starts with some shadow boxing to loosen
up, he jokes that he wouldn’t mind an oil can but his footwork is still
as sharp as ever, I think by now it’s pretty much instinct. I join Kevin in
the ring and let me tell you, nothing’ll make you feel less coordinated
than shadow boxing with a professional boxer. As he floats around
the ring I almost trip over my own feet.
Kevin fights at Welterweight which is basically a weight class that
sits above lightweight and below middleweight. It’s just under 67kg.
When not training he goes about a stone over his weight which isn’t
too bad considering the likes of Hatton who really blows up and then
has to seriously steam down but he reminds me that he’s still a full
time postman when not fighting and so that keeps him active and he’s
never had too much of a problem keeping to a weight. Protein shakes
and isotonic drinks now supplement his diet to speed up recovery
and his nutritionist makes sure he’s eating more of the right stuff.
We move onto the punch bags. Now these bad boys quickly go from
being pretty cool to being your fucking nemesis. And by quickly

I’m talking in the space of, oh, 30 seconds. After three minute
bursts on the bags we pair up and as one holds the bag the other
continuously punches for 30 seconds and then we swap. If the music
was still blasting I couldn’t hear it. I think all power was diverted
from superfluous functions like sound just to keep the arms moving.
Three minutes really is the longest time in the world. Seconds slow
to a snail’s pace, your head’s telling you 5 seconds is nothing but
the lactic acid that’s burning holes through your shoulders is saying
something else. It’s a bit disturbing when you tell your arm to hit a
bag and it ignores you, flat out ignores you. No, really, hit the bag…
nothing. It’s not surprising that they say boxing is one of (if not the)
most demanding sports. It’s not just that you have to keep moving,
keep on your toes, keep your arms up and throw punches, but you

“Punch bags quickly go from
being cool to your fucking
nemesis. And by quickly I’m
talking in the space of, oh, 30
seconds.”

Kevin looks at the next three years as his time to shine. He hopes
to defend the title two more times this year which will secure the
Lonsdale belt and if he does, his ultimate goal would be to look at a
European title which he rates really highly. There are now so many
boxing factions and divisions (the IBF, WBO, WBC, WBA, WBU)
that some titles will inevitably have more credibility than others but
a European title is pretty highly respected simply due to the high
calibre of opponents you have to face. And winning a European
usually gives you a decent chance for a world title shot too, but that’s
all in the future. It’s one fight at a time and right now Kevin’s at the
very start of eight weeks of hell.
We end with some light skipping. If you’ve ever wondered why
boxers skip it’s because it’s one of the only exercises that keeps you
bouncing on your toes as well as giving your shoulders the red hot
poker treatment. Every now and then I purposefully catch the rope
on my toes just to give myself a few seconds’ rest. Meanwhile Kev’s
skipping away, chatting with his training mates, this has been a really
light session for him and usually we’d be doing a whole bunch of sit
ups and push ups in between the rope work. The real work starts next
week and to be honest, I’m just so glad I won’t be there.

“As he floats around
the ring I almost trip
over my own feet.”
Kevin thinks back to a year ago when just to
be fighting for the belt he currently holds would
have been a big goal and now to be talking
about defending it for keeps and then moving
forward is just unbelievable. He finally has a
team that he trusts, respects and who believe in
him and I can’t wait to see him defend the belt
at the end of June/start of July. Providing my
shoulders ever work again, I’ll be cheering with
the rest of his fans.
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jump.

Photography Wes Kingston
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Leather jacket All Saints £250 Spotty shirt Full Circle @ Urban Outfitters £60 White jeans Topman £30 Glasses H&M £2.99 Pink talking watch Urban Outfitters £20 Skinny scarf All Saints £30 Trainers Model’s own

White
men
can’t
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Check shirt Urban Outfitters £45 Red trousers £30, Red frame sunglasses £15 both Topman White woven belt All Saints £40
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Skull vest All Saints £30 Striped denim shots Topman £30 Pink socks Topshop £3 Black patent trainers All Saints £75
Photographer Wes Kingston Stylist Hamish Carruthers Make up Ana Cruzalegui using Mac Pro Hair Gary Lees @ Lees and Thompson Tecni.art by L’Oreal Professionnel Model David M @ Stolen Photographer’s assistant Vito

French girls do it best.
Words Lindsay Lees Photos Andy Ross

well apart from the understatedly chic & sophisticated thing,
okay and the alluring mystic. You can’t help but like her, and as
she chats away with enthusiasm it feels like chatting to one of
the girls.

“The audience has to see me looking
at him the way you would if you
fancied some guy in the pub.”

I’m quite surprised, I’ve never really thought of how ballet
dancers go about joining a company but I never presumed it
was the same as us mere mortals who circle potential jobs in
the paper. It all seemed more like reality than expected. No
legwarmers or sweatbands, no randomly breaking into song to
communicate with the person sat next to you. It’s all a little less
“Fame” and a little more real life.

She began dancing more so by chance than desire, initially
it was her sister who began classes and Sophie more or less
tagged along. “Well my sister was brought to ballet by my
parents because she was a bit shy. Anyway, I come from
a small town in France so you know girls are expected to
do ballet. I went with her and started like that, twice a week
after school. At first my teacher was really strict, it was really
disciplined. I was a bit scared at first but I would always really
enjoy the final show, I think I really kept going because of
that.”

French girls intimidate me – I’m not going to lie. It’s got
something to do with the fact that they are so well put together,
fashionably and emotionally speaking. When you’re in Pairs the
women are like an army of lean limbed, immaculately tailored,
tousled hair fembots, who can pull off smoking whilst looking
sexy, eat whatever they want but note, never in the street and
drink what they want without ever making fools of themselves.
Phrases spring to mind such as effortlessly sophisticated,
understatedly chic and incredibly aloof. All of these qualities
add up to a certain mystic irresistible to men, the combination
of being totally unimpressed and telling you so in that accent
seems to be a real turn on. So it’s not surprising that they never
really come across as a girl’s girl.
So it’s with slight apprehension and feeling a definite lack
of je ne sais quoi that I head along to the Scottish Ballet
headquarters situated in a building that feels like my first primary
school in a leafy street of Glasgow’s West End to meet Sophie
Martin. The difference being that my first primary school didn’t
overwhelm you with the odour of deep heat.
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So from 18 to 23 you’ve been with Scottish Ballet, is this your
first lead role? “Hmm... no. I’ve been really lucky they have
given me importance and responsibilities so young. But it is
the first time I do Juliet and that I’ve worked with Krzysztof,
so it’s all reasonably new.” Is it unusual for someone your age
to have a lead role? “Hmm it changes quite a lot. I do feel
pretty lucky to have this role so young, yeah, but the fact it’s
created on you makes it really special, it’s a real dialogue with
the choreographer.” When you say created on you, it’s based
on you? How? “How I move. It helps to inspire you. Like he
proposes something and then I try something and then...”
Okay, so you get a lot of input then? “Yeah. The ballet was like
made on us.” That’s a really nice way of working. “Yeah. It’s
like a new version of Romeo and Juliet. It’s good. Krzysztof
is really nice and easy to work with, you feel able to propose
stuff, it’s very important to feel relaxed.” A ballet like Romeo
and Juliet is so well known and has been interpreted in so many
different ways - ballet, stage, film and I would imagine it would
be quite difficult to come up with something new to bring to it.
“Yes. I think it’s a more updated version that he is looking for.
It starts in the 30s and finishes in the 50s so he really asks
us not to be dancers but people. ‘You are doing Juliet but I
wanna see Sophie’. How would you react if you fall in love but
it’s not going to happen because of conflict?”

Sophie clearly showed something special which was spotted by
her teacher who recommended that she audition for a bigger
school and consider a future in ballet. By the age of fourteen
she had left her family home in Normandy for Paris where
she had received a scholarship to study at the Conservatory
National Supérieur school of ballet. It was here that her talent
grew and she trained to become professional. “I was a bit
scared because that meant I would have to leave my friends
and family and live in Paris, basically, and it was a bit scary
but I didn’t want to disappoint my teacher because she put a
lot of effort and work into to me and I just wanted to try and
see but I was really scared at first to change my whole life.”

Sophie in rehearsal.

Sophie plays Juliet in Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet directed
by Dutch choreographer Krzysztof Pastor. I’m early, too early.
A French chick wouldn’t be this early – very un cool, very non
aloof. It’s the combination of the words Ballet Dancer and
French that’s throwing me. Thankfully as soon as Sophie enters
the room all of the stereotypes I have created for her are wrong,

To be a fourteen year old living in the equivalent of university
student halls with no parents, hormonal teenagers and curfews
for the breaking would be enough to send any teenager off
the rails only to find themselves appearing on a “Brat Camp”
special but Sophie shrugs it off, “You always have this image
of strict and scary schools but actually it’s not. Basically there
are lots of people your own age and I mean I would go out on
weekends at fourteen in the capital! The school was meant to
be for older people like fifteen or sixteen but when I joined that
year they had started to take younger kids so I would share a
mini flat in the schools residence and you wouldn’t be able to
go out after 10 o’clock or something like that. It was like having
your own little apartment.
“I mean obviously there is a really hard side of it. You go to
normal classes too but you don’t have very much time so you
have to work a lot outside of normal hours. So basically your
schedule is really, really heavy. ‘Til 8 at night and Saturdays.”
That’s a lot especially at such a young age... “Yeah, I mean as
well they get rid of people and when you are so young it must
be so hard, you have no idea why it doesn’t work. They must
think, ‘But I love to dance so why...?’ But sometimes I think
it’s not that you didn’t work hard enough it’s that it’s not good
timing. But I really enjoyed it and basically there’s no pressure
because you do ballet class and normal school and you do
your A levels, you don’t go into it thinking, ‘Ok, I can do ballet
as my job.’”

At eighteen she graduated and swapped Paris for Glasgow,
joining Scottish Ballet. When I asked her how she had heard of
the company she says through the internet and advertisements,
“Well actually I hadn’t heard much about the company but
when you start to look for a job you have a magazine that
has all of the auditions listed. Scottish Ballet was starting with
[director] Ashley Paige and he was looking for a lot of people.
So they had auditions in Paris, London and Glasgow and I did
Paris with my friend and they took me and another guy from
my year so we moved in together here, it was really handy.”

Sophie and Eric.

Prior to the interview I had been invited by the company to
watch a rehearsal and it was where I first saw Sophie dance,
prompting me to request an interview. The rehearsal began
where Romeo, played by Eric Cavallari, and Juliet awaken
having spent the night together only for Romeo to leave her as
he has been banished from the city of Girona. Watching the two
of them together and the closeness between them, emotionally
and physically brought me to tears. The way they intertwine,
reaching and grabbing for one another tenderly stroking one
another’s arms and faces was just beautiful. When I explain
this to Sophie she replies with a nod and says, “Yes.” I wait for
her to say something else… That’s it? I cried, woman! This isn’t
something that I do publicly very often, you know! She literally
took my breath away and left a lump in my throat as she echoed
exactly how I felt with every muscle in her body. She made
ballet something very real and something that I could relate to
and she seems to regard this as the norm. Then I have to force
myself to remember that for Sophie this is her doing her job,
it’s the norm. Thinking about it, she must have had countless
hopeless romantics/hormonal women opening the flood gates

whilst she twists and turns on stage convincing them her heart
is breaking whilst their’s really is. I wanted to know how she
manages to convey so much emotion though her body.
Every muscle and every movement expresses so much, how do
you manage to convey that? Do you rehearse in front of a mirror
ever? “Sometimes for positions but I think Krzysztof wants it to
look organic so it’s not so good to rehearse in front of a mirror.
I mean, it helps for some positions because obviously there’s
steps because otherwise it wouldn’t be ballet, but I think he
doesn’t want it to be like, I’m looking at Eric with my ‘big eyes’.
The audience has to see me looking at him but look at Eric
the way you would fancy some guy in a pub. That’s why it’s

princess? “Yeah. It’s really hard if it doesn’t come naturally.
Because you have to open up your face, keep smiling and
look happy and light and young and I think it’s really hard to
do, I mean it can make you cry! It’s like you feel naked and
everyone is watching and thinking why can’t you do that? I
mean, movement is something else, if you can’t do it then you
can’t and you know why, but why can’t you look happy? I think
it brings out something that maybe you’ve tried to hide for
twenty three years, you know?”

It is this idea of a job that probably comes across
the strongest throughout the interview. It is their full
time job. Monday to Friday just like the rest of us,
ten until six and a half day on Saturdays. It’s almost
office hours. Okay, physically it couldn’t get much
different to sitting behind a desk but the principle
is the same. They are trying to do a job that they’re
good at, please the boss and pay the rent. In
one way it’s a bit sad to shatter the “Flashdance”
illusion of female welder by day, dancer by night
struggling to make her dreams come true. On
the other hand it’s quite refreshing that she’s no
different to you and me, she just looks better in a
leotard – a whole lot better!

I feel almost embarrassed. If this is the part she’s struggling
with and I’m blubbering in the fifth row then God knows what
happens when she really goes for it. I’ve already planned my
pack of tissues and waterproof mascara for the
opening night.

No legwarmers or sweatbands, it’s all a
little less “Fame” and a little more real life.

Sophie with Krzysztof.

a bit hard because you need to dance at the same time and
think about doing the steps and if my foot is like this or like
that but it’s also a story. You need to show stuff, but not from
my experience as a dancer but from my experience in life. It’s
dreadful in a way because you don’t really want to open up so
much.”
This seems to be the only part of performing Sophie struggles
with even though you’d never know it. She does seem to be
quite a private person, the emotion which she shows on stage is
her genuine feelings drawn from personal experience and this
is why it’s difficult but is what makes it so captivating to watch.
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Would you say this is your biggest role so far? “Hmm… no. Well,
it’s probably the biggest role for me that I’ve done in narrative
ballet but I’ve done pieces that I’ve really liked and were a big
challenge for me but it was more about movement. I think with
this, because it’s not my thing, it doesn’t really come naturally
to me, then it’s something really hard for me to do. Because
it’s based on me I feel like I should try to push myself more
and it should probably be easier because it’s realistic as
well. I’ve done Nutcracker and Sleeping Beauty but it’s really
hard for me to look happy and like in love and…” Act like a

When you’re in a lead role working alongside the
male lead what kind of relationship do you need?
I mean there must be a lot of trust because he
throws you around a lot! “I think that kind of trust
comes from getting used to dancing with different
partners. I mean it takes a few hours before
you feel the weight and all that. I think the most
important thing, especially in this kind of role,
where you have to look in love, is you have to be
really comfortable. I hadn’t really danced with Eric
before. It was a bit hard at the beginning because
you don’t really know what to say, you obviously
have to bring some kind of dialogue but not
necessarily on the steps. Just to feel comfortable
to try something, you know, is he going to laugh if
I do that? You have to get used to the person. This
kind of partnership brings people closer.” Do you
think it would be possible to do it if you didn’t get on?
“You have to be able to fake it like actors, you
know, but I think it wouldn’t be enjoyable. But I
don’t know, I get along with almost everyone in
the ballet, we see each other outside.” So you
all socialise together and stuff? “Yeah.” Because
it seems like it would be really competitive. “No.
I think at this company, especially, everyone is
so different and knows that their place here is not something
that can be replaced. Everyone is here because Ashley likes
that person because of this, and that person because of that.
You should be competitive but maybe more competitive with
yourself, work harder and harder and think I would love to be
able to do that, so I’m going to work on it. I think it’s not good
if you start to look at other people and think, ‘Oh she does this
like that and she’s better on that.’ You can be inspired but it’s
important to realise the good in you. You know, to think what
am I good at? I can play on that and if something is not good
can try to work on it or know how to try to hide it!”
I think it’s this kind of focus that probably makes Sophie as
good as she is. She is very matter of fact when she talks about
ballet, she seems to turn up, do what she’s meant to do and
leave without getting side tracked by those around her. I think
there was probably a little part of me that hoped it would be
like a bitchy stage school where they all hated one another and
every day was a drama and I’m sure there are one or two who
behave like that, there’s got to be! But I get the impression none
of it would faze Sophie, for someone so young she has a very
mature and realistic approach to what she does.

To conclude the interview I ask Sophie what the
ultimate achievement of her career as a ballet
dancer would be, when will she feel she has truly
made it?
Full company in rehearsal. In fact, the entire cast seems to me to be very young. At first I

suspected I was being deceived by their limber, petite frames
which you’d think belong to a teenager but as it turns out most
of them are in there early twenties and in comparison to my
body, turn me into an unfit fifty something suffering from middle
age spread! I asked Sophie why, when the cast is full of young
creative people, does ballet still attract on average a much
older audience.
“Well I think it’s because if you had to ask someone in the
street what does ballet mean to you they would say tutus and
that kind of thing. That’s a problem in Scotland I’ve noticed.
Even in London, well, it’s a bigger city but… I think that
when I used to go to the ballet in France you had so many
young people but they were showing a lot of choreography
and modern stuff and that’s really what attracts more young
people.” What do you think could be done in Scotland then
to change things? “I think it’s really hard. You still need
to do things like full length ballet, like Romeo and Juliet,
because that’s what attracts an audience and you still need
an audience. You can’t suddenly say, we are going to do
performing art or physical theatre, it may be good to show but
no one’s going to come, you need to make a transition into
that. I think marketing has a very strong position here. I don’t
know, when I meet people who know nothing about ballet I
try to invite them to see, so that they don’t think of me like a
ballerina, because it’s something different to that. Sometimes
we go for after show drinks and people ask us, “What do you
do during the day?” and they think that we do ballet and the
show and then we have another job, a normal job.”

“I don’t know, I feel like I’ve made it but it’s not enough you
know? Like I want to do more because there are so many
roles and choreographers I would like to work with and if I had
to stop dancing I feel like I would still have to do something
physical, so why stop? It’s good money, I want to dance every
day and the shows, I mean, that’s why I keep dancing.”
Makes sense to me.

See Sophie in Scottish Ballet’s Romeo & Juliet up until 7 June
2008 in Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Inverness and Glasgow.
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Feline Frenzy
Photography Anna Isola Crolla

Dark grey leather bolero Doma @ Harvey Nichols £195.00 Red strapless swimsuit Gucci @ Cruise £185.00 Red rubber stockings Atsuko Kudo £90.00 Studded belt BCBG Maxazria
@ Harvey Nichols £99.00

Graffiti print dress Vivienne Westwood @ Cruise £265.00 Black studded leather bra threadBARE £45.00 Orange rubber stockings Atsuko Kudo £90.00 Black vintage Miu Miu cuff
threadBARE £80.00 Studded leather cuffs, stylist’s own

Black rubber cat mask £14.50 and Black patent body harness £17.99 both @ Honour Fetish Clothing Pink pvc short mac Pinko @ Harvey Nichols £206.00 Leopard print swimsuit Dior
@ Cruise £145.00 Black rubber leggings Atsuko Kudo £147.00 Black studded heels, stylist's own.

Pink printed chiffon shirt Diesel Couture @ Cruise £380.00 Star print bikini D+G @ Cruise £95.00 Black rubber leggings Atsuko Kudo £147.00 Black thigh high boots, stylist’s own

Animal print dress Dolce&Gabbana @ Cruise £225.00 Fishnet body stocking Honour Fetish Clothing £9.99 Leopard print bra £14.00 Leopard print briefs £4.00 both Topshop Leather
thong (used as a neckpiece) threadBARE £12.00

Black pvc trench jacket Juicy Couture @ Cruise £265.00 Pink printed vest dress Diesel Couture @ Cruise £80.00 Black rubber knickers £51.00 Blue rubber knuckle gloves £29.00
both Atsuko Kudo Yellow stirrup tights Topshop £6.00 Black patent peep toe heels Gucci @ Cruise £380.00

Photographer Anna Isola Crolla www.annaisolacrolla.co.uk
Stylist Kate Dalzell www.katedalzell.co.uk
Make Up and Hair Styling Beverly McColgan www.beverlymccolgan.com
Hair Prep Julie McGuire www.mjoolz.com
Model Ruth @ Model Team
Thanks to The Dean Gallery, Edinburgh and Janice @ Barnados, Nicholson St., Edinburgh

Black leather detail dress Diesel Couture @ Cruise £260.00 Blue bra H&M £9.99
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fragile beauty
Masks created by Ana Cruzalegui Art Direction & Photography Mr & Mrs Borne
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Make up Ana Cruzalegui www.anacruzalegui.com using MAC Pro & Zoya Nailpolish
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Annie’s Gonna Beat Your Face.
By Ana Cruzalegui

I am so looking forward to some time in the sun; dust off my long forgotten Havaianas and remember
what it’s like to not need a coat! When it comes to showing off a little more skin this time of year let’s give
our soon to be scantily clad bodies a bit of attention. So what if you’ve been avoiding your greens and
spending a bit too much time at your local? (What can I say? The heated balconies are a trap!) But unless
you plan on joining the bongo/juggling club at the park this summer, here are some products that will give
you a healthy lustre from the inside out as well as add an array of hot colours sure to melt those cones.

London gal of timeless age, a strawberry blonde gem. Meet Justine Lewis, my latest beauty
saviour. With years as a holistic massage and beauty therapist under her belt she is just what you
need to help relax your mind, body, and get gorgeous! I had heard so many wonderful things
about Justine who works inside Grassroots on Woodlands Road, Glasgow. I decided to book a
day of treatments and see just what the fuss was all about?! After a warm greeting and chat about
which treatment to go with and musical taste – you are welcome to bring your own tunes – I was
set up for my first treatment, a Thai Hot Herbal Massage...
20 herbs such as ginger, lemongrass, tamarind, turmeric, and myrtle
are wrapped in muslin pouches which are then steamed and massaged
onto the skin to ease away muscle aches, detoxify the skin, and stimulate
circulation. It was amazing, I highly recommend it. 70 minutes £38

Korres Basil Lemon Body Scrub
Deep cleansing scrub with a heavenly scent
to soften even the driest skin, use once to
two times a week. £11.00 Available at Korres,
Buchanan Street www.korres.com
MAC Dazzleglass
Lipglass with extreme dazzle and extra dimension giving lips
fullness and depth. The range of 16 colours is gorgeous! I’ll be
making “Love Alert”, a stunning Raspberry red with red pearl
mix, my signature summer shade.
£12.50 Available at Frasers, Glasgow
www.maccosmetics.com

Korres Tinted Lip Butter
A great pair to the Korres lip pen is their fantastic
tinted lip balms. Extremely conditioning and looks
beautiful layered over a lipstick or just on its own.
Try Pomegranate, a hot coral pink. Pair it up with a
bright red lipstick for a stand out pout. 10ml £6.00
Available at Korres, Buchanan Street
www.korres.com
Neal’s Yard Remedies
Grapefruit & Juniper Firming Hip & Thigh Gel
Not many are a fan of the “C” word, but at least there
is now something to help up through! Neal’s Yard
Grapefruit & Juniper Firming Hip & Thigh Gel, a natural
cellulite buster to firm up those areas we love to hate.
The combination of natural, yet powerful, skin firming
ingredients helps stimulate, boost collagen, and
strengthen tissue around our vulnerable hip and thigh
areas. Results? A smoother and firmer appearance of
the skin, yes please! 120g £25.00 Available at Neal’s
Yard, 11 Royal Exchange Square, Glasgow
www.nealsyardremedies.com

Korres Ruscus and Chestnut anti-ageing
cream for men SPF 15
Looking a bit harsh around the eyes?
Gentlemen get this on! An intensive, nonoily anti-ageing cream that offers immediate
hydration whilst gradually smoothing fine
lines. 15ml £15.00
Available at Korres, Buchanan Street
www.korres.com

Korres Lip Pen
Not only are these lip pens long wearing,
they have a non sticky texture that I
absolutely love. Try “Orange”, a soft
peachy orange with a retro vibe. £13.00
Available at Korres, Buchanan Street
www.korres.com
Korres Mango Butter Lipstick SPF 10
Intense colour and high shine leaving your lips
super hydrated and luscious. Try fuchsia paired
up with subtle rosy cheeks for a fresh new look.
Available at Korres, Buchanan Street
www.korres.com

Neal’s Yard Mahonia Clear Skin Formula
A cleansing blend of mahonia, calendula,
schisandra and gotu kola for beautiful
skin. Take 2ml in a little water three times
a day, not the best tasting but the results
are fabulous. 100ml £8.00 Available at
Neal’s Yard, 11 Royal Exchange Square,
Glasgow www.nealsyardremedies.com

… next was the Lymph Detox Massage…
A body brushing and mechanical vacuum suction technique is used to
help clear toxins, fluid retention, and cellulite. Quite strange at first glance
but the results are great! 70 minutes £38
… we then moved on to the Thermal Cleanse Facial...
A vacuum cleansing technique and hot paraffin mask is used to
draw out deep impurities and soften the skin. I was so relaxed by
this point a power nap was in order. 60 minutes £30
Ladies, did you know that Justine is one of the best to see for
bikini waxes? She is also one of the few in Glasgow that does the
infamous Hollywood Bikini. Sources tell me she is the “Wax Lady
of the West End”. All this talk I decided to go for it. Modesty out
the window and a true test of my pain threshold brought on! End
result... totally comfortable experience, very quick and painlessish. Hollywood Bikini £20, Brazilian £14, Regular Bikini £10
But all this is only a smidge of what Justine at Grassroots can offer. For a full list of services and prices stop by
Grassroots, 20 Woodlands Road, Charing Cross, Glasgow or phone 0141 353 3278.
To mark the end of a fantastic day I decided to stop by the Grassroots cafe for a gorgeous lunch. I feasted
on Red Pepper Fried Polenta with Creamed Leaks, Courgette and Chickpea Jabal and made sure I had
plenty of Passion Fruit Mango and Mint Fizz bevvie. Delish! Good chat from my Kiwi server was an added
bonus.
Many thanks to everyone at Grassroots!

I get around…
It’s been a busy couple of months and prep for summer shoots and festivals are on route. Recently I’ve been working with the oh so
lovely Edinburgh based fashion designer Becca Lipscombe and her partner, illustrator Bernie Reid. Crazy days but lucky enough I found
time to sneak away to Paris for a week for some inspiration and hang out time with my closest pals. This summer I’ll head back stateside
to collaborate with L.A. photographer Iman H. But not before flying to London for the L’Oreal Colour Trophy award finals. Congrats
to Gary Lees and James Alexander for getting through and I look forward to working with you at the big event! May the overflow of
Champagne bottles fill the bathtub once more.
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Bubble sleeved jacket Steve J & Yoni P Umbrella Huwundeki

Red dress Disaya Shoes Beyond Retro

Married a witch
Photography Milda Vasiliauskaite
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Beaded cape Hurwundeki All in one white cat suit Steve J & Yoni P

Hat Beyond Retro Black chiffon ruffle dress Inbar Spector Leggings Belle Sauvage

Pink lace dress and jacket Beyond Retro

Dress Beyond Retro Victorian top Hurwundeki Strap shoes Beyond Retro
Photographer Milda Vasiliauskaite Stylist Juhee C (www.juhee-c.blogspot.com) Make up & Hair Pearl Kwok Model Jessica Bertoncelo @ Select Model London

Top Beyond Retro Dress Disaya

White Shirt Zara £29 Black/white tie Cruise £45 Red Belt Diesel £60 Leggings by Lori Marshall isensay@hotmail.com Boxer boots TK MAXX £15

Dangereusement à la mode
Photography Anna Isola Crolla
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Vest by Andy @ acdcglasgow.com Black skinny jean Topman £30 Yellow belt All Saints £45 Pink flower roset by Erin Bourke @ 12 Degrees, Edinburgh £35 Black leather zip jock strap stylist’s own

Black/white checked jacket Dior @ Cruise £700 White shirt with black trimming £245 Checked trousers £275 both Gucci @ Cruise Yellow belt £45 Black buckle boots £140 both All Saints Thakoon Sunglasses @ www.ineyewear.com £185

This page: Trainers £145 Yellow shorts £105 both Y-3 @ Cruise
Opposite: White suit jacket £99 Waistcoat £39 Trousers £49 all Zara Striped shirt All Saints £65 Neon belt Diesel £50 Yellow/lime flower necklace by Erin Bourke £150 @ 12 Degrees, Edinburgh.
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Suit Jacket D&G @ Cruise £665 T-shirt commisioned by Andy @ acdcglasgow.com Boombox bag All Saints £140 White sweat pants Stone Island @ Cruise £140 Red Converse model’s own

Red goggle jacket CP Company @ Cruise £510 Vest Diesel £30
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Black jeans Zara £49 Black knitted waist coat All Saints £55 T-shirt ACDC price on request Belstaff goggles www.ineyewear.com £120 Black biker boots thegirlcanthelpit.com Pink neon belt Diesel £30

Issue 005 Stockists:
ACDC
59 Virginia St
Glasgow
G1 1TS
0141 552 8884

T-shirt Elvis Jesus @ Cruise £85 Black skinny jeans Topman £30 Biker boots @ thegirlcanthelpit.com Netting £2 per metre Fabric Word, Edinburgh Black tutu stylist’s own
Photographer Anna Isola Crolla Stylist Michael Mathieson Hair Danni Carr @ Mosko Hairdressing Model Antoine @ Superior Model Management A big thanks to Eric Bonharme for the location

All Saints
83-85 Buchanan St
Glasgow
G1 3HF
0141 285 7970
All Saints
192-196 Ingram St
Glasgow
G1 9DG
0141 248 6437
Atsuko Kudo
64/66 Holloway Road, London, N7 8JL
www.atsukokudo.com
0207 697 9072
Beyond Retro
110-112 Cheshire Street
London
E2 6EJ
0207 613 3636
www.beyondretro.com
Cruise
180-188 Ingram St
Glasgow
G1 1DN
0141 572 3232
Cruise
94 George Street
Edingburgh
EH2 3DF
0131 226 3524
Cruise
31 Castle Street
Edingburgh
EH2 3DN
0131 220 4441
Diesel
116-120 Buchanan St
Glasgow
G1 2JW
0141 221 5255
French Connection
Units 45-50
Princes Square
48 Buchanan St
Glasgow
G1 3JN
0141 248 7565
H&M
41-43 Princes St
Edinburgh
EH2 2BY
0208 382 3256

Harvey Nichols
30-34 St Andrew Square
Edinburgh
EH2 2AD
0131 524 8388

Inbar Spector
http://inbarspector.com

Honour Fetich Clothing
www.honour.co.uk

Steve J & Yoni P
www.steveyonistudio.com

Hurwundeki
98 Commercial Street
London
E1 6LZ
0207 392 9194
www.hurwundeki.com

Steve J & Yoni P, Disaya, Inbar Spector,
Belle Sauvage - All from Blow PR
www.blow.co.uk

Lori Marshall
isensay@hotmail.com

Mr Ben Vintage Clothing
Unit 6, Kings Court
Kings St
Glasgow
G1 5RB
0141 553 1936
threadBARE
66a Broughton St
Edinburgh
0131 556 8910
TK MAXX
Sauchiehall Centre
179 Sauchiehall St
Glasgow
G2 3ER
0141 331 0411
Top Shop
97 Argyle St,
Glasgow G2 8BJ
0141 221 4164
Topshop
30 Princes St
Edinburgh
EH2 2BY
0131 556 0151
Urban Outfitters
157 Buchanan St
Glasgow
G1 2JX
0141 248 9203
Zara
104 Princes St
Edinburgh
EH2 3AA
0131 240 3230
12 Degrees
www.12dregrees-edinburgh.co.uk
In Eyewear
www.ineyewear.com
Disaya
www.boudoirbydisaya.com
Belle Sauvage
www.belle-sauvage.co.uk
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Tunes.

Clinic
Do It
(Domino Records)

La la la laaaa!!!! Hmm, that’s why we listen to other people.
The Notwist
The Devil, You + Me
(City Slang)
Ah, Notwist, I fell in love with you when I first met your Neon Golden album over five years ago. It was an instant, tender,
deep and a daily affair. Everything about you, Markus Acher’s soft voice with his German accent, the minimal clicks and
cuts, electronic pop textures, the pulsating loops and rhythms, all made me love you. Everyone loved you. Even when I
found out you used to be a metal band I loved you. Then, when FourTet and Manitoba
remixed you I thought we’d get married and have kids. And then… nothing. It was
over almost as quick as it started. I feel bad for not keeping in touch and happy that
you’re now back in contact. Glad to see you haven’t changed too much over the years
and hear you’ve been hanging out with the Andromeda Mega Express Orchestra. I
realise now that I still have feelings for you. Hope you do too.
Taco

So, the surgically
masked scouse
quartet returns with
its fifth album (sixth, if you include their early EP
compilation album). Clinic are an acquired taste
and many say all their albums sound the same.
True, but like John Peel describing the Fall “always
different, always the same”, think doo-wop, Velvet
Underground, surf guitar, garage rock, and a mad
gun totting Phil Spector and you’ve got a gist of
the Clinic sound. Abe’s voice is what makes Clinic
musical Marmite. Near-unintelligible lyrics sung
through clenched teeth by an Ono irritated John
Lennon is how I’d describe it. If you were already a
covert, such as Peel, Scott Walker and Radiohead,
you won’t be disappointed with this latest effort.
Taco

Portishead
Third
(Island)
So, Portishead return after 11 years to meet up with the now not-so-young Triphop. When they left her, she was in good company
with Tricky, Massive attack, DJ Shadow and others but then she was slowly led astray by the popular mainstream kids who
hung about the large soulless shopping mall called ‘Chill’. Portishead don’t like what they’ve seen so they’ve slapped some 21st
century sense into her, reminded her where she’s come from and made her watch all the David Lynch movies she used to love.
And so we have Third, (in case you were losing count) where Portishead sound still very much like only Portishead can (in a good way) but also very different in a
less mainstream way. First single Machine Gun isn’t the best introduction to the album as a whole but a good idea where they want to be taking you. Basically away
from the coffee table and up into the attic to dust of some old BBC Radiophonic Workshop and Joy Division vinyl. Geoff Barrow has said that he doesn’t want album
number four to take as long but with quality control this high the wait was worth it. Can anyone tell me the name of Oasis’ last four LPs without using help? Welcome
back Portishead.
Taco
Various
Sub Club: 20 Years Underground, Subculture
& Optimo Mixes
(Soma)
Glasgow’s Sub Club is an institution. It’s been
21 years since the ground breaking venue
opened its doors for the first time on the 1st
April 1987. To celebrate the Sub Club’s 21st
birthday, its greatest and longest surviving
residents have come together to produce a
double mix that encapsulates the sound of the ‘Subby’ over the past two decades.
Starting things off is a mix from Harri & Dominic, the founders of the best Saturday
night house party in town, Subculture. As soon as you hit play you’re transported
back in time and down the famous steps of the basement club. The crowd is dancing
in unison to the infectious beats of the popular duo. No one is sitting and the bar is
relatively quiet. The retro mix is filled with acid gurgles, piano riffs, sexy vocals and
bubbling bass lines and the result is a mix of 70 minutes of the finest pieces of house
music the Sub Club has played out since its humble beginnings.
CD 2 is mixed by the legendary Optimo DJ’s, JD Twitch and JG Wilkes. There are no
rules for these guys, no music policy, just simply good tunes. Funk, punk, reggae,
techno or electro, it’s all been played. Optimo nights are crammed with people,
young and old, from geek to chic. This mix is just what you would expect from a
night at Optimo; a selection of styles and tracks you’ve probably never heard before,
but somehow brought together perfectly. The tempo is slightly slower than previous
Optimo mixes but the beat is still potent throughout. This is the heartbeat of a good
Optimo night and the quality of the duo shines through. If you want to save yourself a
major hangover on a Monday morning, go buy it.
Rocco
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We’re going underground.

For all that Glasgow bangs on about its great nightlife, there’s
been a bit of a dearth in cool and credible pre-club venues
for the likes of the Subby, Stereo or even the odd night at the
warehouse. This is why we were so impressed with the new
Bier Hof that’s magically appeared on Sauchiehall Street. Like
a secret bunker you should only know about through invitation
this ain’t just another Republic - it’s intimate, stylish and has a
unique line up of DJs (Q Burns, Mr Scruff, Record Playerz) that
make you wish it would hurry up and get a late licence so we
wouldn’t have to leave.
Oh, yeah, the 241 pizzas are still there... thank God!!

South. Rakkas. Crew.
Words Iain Nevill Photo jacobthephotographer.com

South Rakkas Crew are on a two-man mission to
spread the word of reggae dancehall and hiphop to
a whole new audience. Their rhythm albums have
put them on the map and they’ve now got their
sights on the rest of the world.
I first came across their infectious and unique electroreggae dancehall beats on their rhythm album, Clappas
- and then played it on rotation for about 3 months solid
much to the dismay of the neighbours. If you’re not
totally up to speed on your reggae dancehall then you
might like to know a rhythm or ‘riddim’ album basically
has the same instrumental on every single track but with
different reggae artists putting down their lyrics. It’s a bit
like a CD full of remixes of the same song. Most of these
albums are jam packed with the likes of Beenie Man,
Mr Vegas, Shaggy, Elephant Man, Capleton, Assassin,
Sizzla, you name it. They’re basically a who’s who of the
reggae dancehall scene at that time and there’s a good
chance that anything that breaks into the mainstream
from the likes of Shaggy, Beenie Man or even Kevin
Little (remember him?) will have come from one of these
albums.
Now, you hear ‘South Rakkas Crew’ and you expect
a bunch of diehard Jamaicans comin’ straight outta
Kingston so I was a little surprised to discover myself
speaking to a Canadian when I gave founding member,
Dennis ‘Dow Jones’ Shaw, a call at his home in Orlando,
Florida. Dennis and his partner Alex Greggs first started
the Crew in 2002, “It was something that I started on
the side as a creative outlet for myself and to occupy
more of my time… Before starting SRC I was managing
Alex’s production company called Riprock ‘n’ Alex G

Entertainment.” They used to produce a lot of pop music
in Orlando during the late 90s, early 2000s and I wanted
to know how the hell two guys from a commercial
background can produce a rhythm track featuring the
biggest heavyweights in Jamaica. Turns out, that’s
the beauty of that island. They literally worked up the
beat, booked a flight to Jamaica, went to the homes,
studios, cars and bars of the artists they knew they
wanted and just started talking. Forget managers and
record companies, this is some grass roots stuff where
negotiations are made face to face and no doubt in a
haze of some knock-you-on-your-ass-and-lose-a-week
weed.

Dennis puts it, reggae dancehall really doesn’t need
the DJ skills of South Rakkas Crew. Drive down a street
over there and every man and his stray dog will have a
sound system or be a part of a sound crew and Dennis
admits that there’s nothing he’d like less than just being
another faceless DJ in a dancehall club. No, a South
Rakkas set is a breath of fresh air in an electro, house
or dance night and aimed at people that love to mix
genres and styles. And it’s working. If you were at any
of their sets at their recent European tour you’ll know
just how well Beenie Man mixes with Bucketheads and
Calabria! Great beats just work, and make you want to
move no matter what.

Clappas was the first production and Bionic Ras another
that simply cemented their name as great dancehall
producers and if you’re looking for an intro to dancehall,
there’s no better place to start. Now with a name like
South Rakkas Crew, a lot of people were expecting a
ten-strong gang with DJs, MCs, the works, and in light of
the success of the albums they’d had a ton of requests
to DJ. Dennis admits he hadn’t DJed since he was a
teenager but suddenly he found himself dusting off the
turn tables again. Turns out old habits die hard and he
only came back with enough cutting and pasting to
put DJ Yoda to shame. “When I used to DJ back in the
day it was Hip Hop and R&B and Reggae/Dancehall.
Now I’ve come full circle. I appreciate all kinds of music
that makes you move; house, electro, and now they
got all these new genres like bassline, breakbeat, and
dubstep”, and looking at his recent sets, Dennis has
embraced every one.

“We do love working with artists that you wouldn’t
expect to see South Rakkas with. I find that it brings out
the best in us on a creative level.” Dennis isn’t kidding,
the eclectic list of collaborations on their wish list, in the
pipeline and under their belt include Deerhoof, Unkle
and Tricky. Dennis and Alex are dying to get back in the
studio but also have their sights set on South America.
Reggae’s still just in its infancy there and Dennis would
love to break it out of its usual bad boy yardie image
which can be a little intimidating and fuse it with different
styles of music while the market’s still new.

Surprisingly they’ve never played in Jamaica; the way

If you want to check out something quite special track
down Clappas or Bionic Ras and take a look at www.
southrakkascrew.com
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Roses, Kings, Castles.
Words Gavin Cumine Photo Gabrielle Motola

much music as possible and being as diverse as possible. There are lots of
things wrong with the music industry these days, but one of the great things is the
fact that you can get a cheap Pro Tools setup and make a track in two days. It
means that if you have a concept you can get your ideas down and record them
really quickly, which makes music more immediate and exciting, technically you
could record a full album in two weeks and getting it out to people is made all
the more easier by stuff like MySpace, which again makes everything seem more
immediate.

Badges? Sounds cool.

What do your Babyshambles band-mates think of the material?
They have all be really supportive of what I have been doing and it’s great to
have such brilliant musicians and creative people who are able to give great
input into what you’re doing. It’s great that we all have our own things going on
outside of Babyshambles which means we aren’t in each other’s pockets and
we are able all to have space to create and do what we want without getting on
each other’s nerves. Everyone is busy just now; our guitarist Mick is busy doing
the usual reggae and garage stuff that he is into, Drew has his various projects
and is doing loads of stuff for charity and Pete is getting ready to start recording
his solo album at the beginning of June sometime. We are all individuals with
other musical interests and I think people can see how that comes together to the
overall Babyshambles sound, which is something really great.
Being in Babyshambles is probably quite a stressful day job. If it's not your lead
singer squirting drug addled blood at MTV camera crews, it's your lead singer
being banged up, or your lead singer selling stories to the tabloids. Indeed,
with such exploits going on it must often be difficult to be part of a normal band,
recording and touring your way to the top. It leaves you with a bit of time on your
hands; time that Shambles drummer Adam Ficek has used to good effect. He had
a chat to Gavin Cumine about his new solo project Roses, Kings, Castles.
Tell me more about your solo material?
I have always written my own material even before I was in Babyshambles, but
the band has always taken up a lot of time. Now that I have more time on my
hands I have been getting together all the songs that I have done and started to
record them in a proper studio. It is great to have complete creative control over
all aspects of the music as I write and play all the instruments on the recording
from the guitar and bass to the drums and piano. Some of the songs might
even go on the next Babyshambles album. It was Pete who really encouraged
me, he has been working on his solo album for a while now and he has been
really supportive of what I have been doing. He sat down with me and I played
him some of the songs and asked him about adding parts to them and what he
thought generally.
You’re using the moniker Roses, Kings, Castles. How did you come up with the
name?
I guess a simple answer is that there is no real intelligent reason behind the name
and that I chose the three words because they sound nice together. In a way the
name is part of the concept of the music. I think the words sum up the naivety
and the spirit of the music, but that’s a rather subjective way of looking at it. It’s
a very English sounding name, which is similar to what Babyshambles music is
about, something very English and old fashioned.
What are your musical and lyrical influences?
I like stuff by The Housemartins, Syd Barrett and Belle and Sebastian and a lot
of bands from the Britpop era like Blur. I’m into a lot of classical stuff and jazz
as well. Lyrically speaking, and I am not claiming to be anywhere near him, but I
love Morrissey’s lyrics, they are full of emotion and are very thoughtful and I think
a lot of Belle and Sebastian’s lyrics are really strong as well.
You’ve always played in various projects - is always being musically active
something important to you?
I think it’s really important as a musician to constantly be creative as it is very
easy to stagnant. I have always been involved with various projects, whether
it be Babyshambles or before that White Sport. It is really rewarding doing as

How does it fit in around being in Babshambles full time?
Obviously Babyshambles is still my main band, but I am the drummer and the
band don’t really do that much promo stuff anyway so the solo stuff allows me
to do my own thing and in some ways re-connect and get back down to Earth.
After playing huge shows at arenas with Babyshambles it is nice to get back to
something a bit low key away from the roller coaster ride.
Do you plan to tour with the project?
To be honest I never intended it to get to that level. I am really surprised by the
reaction that the stuff has received because it was only meant as a small thing
really. I have just got back from EMI and they have agreed to put out a limited
run of a ten track album this summer, which is great. I was kind of hoping that I
would sneak it by them, but I discovered that I am obliged to put the stuff through
the record label. With regards to a tour, I don’t think I will do any huge shows or
anything, the songs are just that songs and they were designed to be played
acoustically on the whole, so I don’t think I would go out on tour with a band or
anything like that, but I might play a few small festivals during the summer if I
have the time.
What is going on with Babyshambles at the moment is their any new material
going to be recorded or is that on hold at the moment?
We are just getting back together, doing stuff together in the studio and we will
probably get back into more stuff once Pete has finished up his solo record.
I think we are playing a few festivals in Europe and we are playing Reading
and Leeds at the end of August. Other than that it will just be a case of getting
together songs for the new record, but I don’t think anything will be coming out
until 2009, so that’s why I wanted to get as much music done as possible.
Why did you decide to distribute the your CDs by post in the age of the internet
and MySpace?
I think that music is too easy to get a hold of these days. It is maybe not as
special as it used to be and there is less of an exchange or any emotions
involved as everything comes as an MP3. I really wanted to get people more
involved with my music and actually have to go through the motions of having to
get a stamped addressed envelope, send it to me and then receive the CD back.
It is more exciting that way and it brings back the physical aspect of music which
is something that has disappeared with the advent of the internet and MP3s. I
guess I am quite old school and I just have a respect for physical music and the
aspect of music as more a piece of physical art.
www.myspace.com/roseskingscastles

Greig Anderson is man of my
own heart - a tape lover. He also
happens to be a badge lover and
while most of us use our tapes
as dust collectors, Greig’s put
his prized badge press to good
use and created these cool sets.
Check out effektivedesign.co.uk
where more of his work’s on show
and why not show your dedication to the decade that brought us the
boombox and get a cool limited edition badge set?
Set of 6 badges costs £5 plus £2 P+P (UK) £3 (Europe)
£5 (Rest of World). www.effektivedesign.co.uk

Freeform Five
blow up Bamboo
Photo Miriam MacDonald

London based Freeform Five kicked off Bamboo’s Season of Sound
in true bass-laiden style. Season of Sound brings a selection of the
world’s best DJing talent coupled with ridiculously cheap drinks
promos and a disgustingly good 5am licence to our doorstep and
we’re loving it.
You’ll probably recognise Freeform from their pumping Milo remix
or any Annie Mac fans may have caught their mini-mix on Radio 1 a
few months back.
Anu Pillai, chief DJ/producer/remixer supplied a set which is actually
best described as ‘phat’. Yep, I said it, phat with a ‘ph’. First and last
time, people, it ain’t gonna happen again.
www.bamboo51.com

Sam Sparro
Sam Sparro
(Island)
There have been two major genre
successes this year; soul, as seen by Adele
and Duffy ascendance in the charts; and
dance music for the intellectual a la Hot
Chip and Hercules and Love Affair. Sam
Sparro took both these ingredients to form
chart monster hit Black and Gold, a song
released two years ago as a white label
which refused to disappear. From the slap bass funk odyssey of 21st Century Life to
the disco pulsation of Pocket, Sparro pampers us with further relentless adrenaline
infused pop hits with a perspiring oomph factor. Sometimes it feels as though Sparro
could have been born in an electro funk factory, with his musical allusions often passé
and often spouts of many a ridiculous lyric (‘You must have thought I was your snack/
Because you’re sticking to me like cling wrap). However, this is of no real concern
for raving clubbers rubbing coke into their gums or drunks on the dance floor pissing
their wage packets. His success is guaranteed, so bring on the year of the Sparro.
Gavin Cumine.

Maybe it was our in-built Mohito sensors that did it but we found ourselves
over in Edinburgh for a Havana Club party. Now, when Havana hold a party
you pretty much know you’re going to end up on the dance floor one way or
the other. If cuban rappers Triangulo Oscuro’s machine gun lyrics and beats
straight out the barrio didn’t do it for you then the lashings of afore-mentioned
Mohito and Cuba Libra will certainly help. I think it’s safe to say Havana is
now our drink of the summer and if our rum soaked office is anything to go
by, we’re sticking to our word.
Photo Ed Jones

Errors
It’s not something, but it is like whatever
(Rock Action)
Math-Rock class is in session. Slint has finished
already and is waiting for the bell. Battles has
also finished having shown full working and is
underlining his final answers with a ruler. Mogwai
is too busy chucking paper balls at Shellac who’s
already on detention for cheating and disruptive
behaviour. Foals is checking his answers in the back of the book but can’t figure out
why he is two out. Errors has only a page of ball-point pen doodles having done no
work and is smirking after having written “boobies” upside-down on his calculator.
The bell goes and they all shuffle off to Post-Rock class, but Errors stops off for a sly
fag in the toilets. There he meets Kraftwerk, M83 and Squarepusher who are skipping
Contemporary Dance class again, and invite Errors to a house party that night...
And so we have; It’s not something, but it is like whatever. Dodgy Artic Monkey album
titles aside, Glaswegian band Errors’ debut is superb. With John Cummings of Mogwai
infamy at the controls the young Errors’ boys are in good hands. Their LP is a ten-track
instrumental affair, bar one track with vocals. This track features George Pringle, a
diseuse, (a female performer of monologues to save you looking it up). This track
works very well, sounding like a remixed Meanwhile Back in Communist Russia. There
are a multitude of influences all over this record, and it’s to their credit that they still
manage to create their own unique sound. Nu-Electro-kraut-math-post-rock-dancerave. Midterm report; Errors pass with gold stars. Much potential demonstrated.
Taco

The Presets
Apolcalypso
(Modular)
Australia’s princes of electronic pop are back with
their new and highly anticipated album, Apocalypso.
It’s been three years since the release of their debut
album, “Beams,” which received rave reviews and sent dance floors alight during
the recent electro revival. The new album is extremely synth heavy and vocals
are manic. There seems to be a strong 90’s, dance feel to the album with catchy
melodies playing a major role. Some choices of synth style would not have been out
of place on an old Cappella or Culture Beat track! The debut single, “My People” is
a pounding, growling track with huge dancefloor appeal however the second single
couldn’t be anymore different; “This Boy’s In Love” is a sweet little synthpop number
reminiscent of early Pet Shop Boys. There are some excellent party tracks on this but,
to be honest, I’m not sure it’ll stand the test of time. A decent follow up to their debut
album, which fans will love but perhaps not forward thinking enough.
Rocco
Scarlett Johansson
Anywhere I Lay My Head
(Rhino)

From Jared Leto singing heavy metal requiems
to Keanu Reeves’ Woolworth bargain bin effort,
plenty Hollywood stars have indulged us with
their dubious musical talents. So, Anywhere I Lay
My Head’s biggest surprise is the fact that it is
actually rather good. With ten Tom Waits covers,
production from David Sitek and an appearance
from Mr David Bowie, Johansson worked her
contact book to great effect. From the dampened
saxophones, jingle bells and Bowie melodies
on Fanning Street to the sparse acoustics and
ambient orchestral drone of Song for Jo, we are
treated to a record of epic proportions. Throughout Johansson’s voice is claustrophobic,
used as the foundation for a vociferous soundscape of feedback, coloured throughout
with the dreamy buzz of beautiful naivety and unpredictable instrumentation. Whether or
not this a new career or a brief stopgap for Johansson time can only tell, but what can be
said for sure is that this is one of best albums of the year so far.
Gavin Cumine.

Huntleys &
Palmers Audio
Club
How better to celebrate our mate Armando’s birthday than with
a night at H&P’s? Stereo was the venue and DJ Joakim provided
the best beats available. Ahh, now if only I could stop my ears
ringing...

Graphic Lorna McCaw

Alright, Alright! I know I should be dusting off
my vintage denim jumpsuit and stalking Sienna
Miller round Glastonbury (and rest assured, dear
reader, that WILL be happening and I WILL be
examining her upper thigh for signs of sun damage
and cellulite). But I am still in front of my digi-box
most nights when I’m not bitching about certain
friends to other friends on the landline. And I am still
disgusted at the quality of televisual entertainment.
I mean ‘Britain’s Got Talent’, (whit!?). I am mystified
as to why they stuck the acidic, hamster cheeked,
untalented Sindy doll Amanda Holden on the judging
panel. She is obviously blowing Simon Cowell to get
on the telly. I mean she has already had poor old
Les Dennis by the balls; she’s practically a spherical
connoisseur. It is obvious even in the early stages
of the competition that some Turkey Twizzler fed
ten year old stand up/crooner from Wakefield has
got ‘Britain’s Got Talent’ in the bag. Actually there
has not been a child star of note to watch tailspin
into obscurity since Home Alone’s Macaulay Culkin
(married in his late teens, stoner at 15) and perhaps
west end warbler Bonnie Langford (childlike body,
manic showbiz grin). High time, therefore, that we
were once again entertained, by a stage school brat
pushed limelight bound by parents with bad teeth.
Oh, and if you’re suffering some bad hair at the
moment, you’d be in good company hanging out
with Lily Allan and Pixie Geldof. Two blondes don’t
make a right, ladies. Back to black.
Bad teeth, bad hair, wobbly top notes and covered
by a general layer of lard and satin… What am I
referring to? Why BBC’s ‘I’d Do Anything’ of course.
Worryingly, they probably would. There is only one
slim Nancy left (and it’s not Graham Norton) in the
competition, so naturally she has my vote. The most
entertaining bit of the whole program is aficionado
Andrew Lloyd Webber. He is just so odd. His facial
expression, while he watches the performances,
reminds me of a pug that has just peed itself.
But at last it’s not peeing down with rain... Woo hoo!
It’s like totally summer. And summer fashion sprung

to life recently at Aintree for the Grand National. A
fine day saw the blooming of flowery fashions on
every C list Corrie starlet and WAG present. The
champagne and armpit fat were flowing everywhere.
I am convinced that there is some sort of secret
sect amongst these celebs, so similar are they when
they appear en masse. It’s called Chavallah and
members’ affiliation is demonstrated by a large Dior
cuff on their wrist. You can also spot followers by
their rigid GHD’d curls. See upcoming footballers’
summer nuptials for more shimmering examples.
Someone who is still shimmering, because she is
so retouched, is the Queen of Pop. She has a mere
four minutes of credibility left before she needs a hip
replacement. What on earth possessed Madonna to
race Justin Timberlake on a supermarket conveyor
belt?! She looked like an almost out of date
‘whoops!’ item. Curiously she was wearing what
looked like a nude M&S support corset. Madonna
needs to start Creative Crafting with Dawn Bibby and
let gravity take effect on her skin. Justin looks slightly
frightened of her in the video and little wonder. She
writhes about in a manner which is intimidating rather
than sexy. She should calm down and concentrate
on rescuing orphans from war zones. She has ticked
the global music domination, dominatrix, clothing
line (which was rubbish quality H&M) and children’s
books boxes. So why not just settle down into
obscurity? The only way to stay famous forever really
is to muck about with compasses and calculators.
Madonna, take a leaf out of Pythagoras’s book and
instead of jumping about flashing your fishnet clad
crotch, just sit down and devise a theorem with
triangles or something...
I was minding my own business (not really!), pouting
quietly along Queen Street recently, when my eyes
were near-blinded by the neon juggernaught of small
bodies facing me. It was a pure queue of under
18’s, like pure waiting to go into the dancin’. Now
I can’t really talk as I remember vividly the Tunnel
and Archaos unders, which I attended in my fake
Schott bomber jacket, tan tights and black satin Miss

Selfridge mules. That was bad and bad enough.
However I did not apply Rimmel Sunshimmer like it
was factor 30 in Dubai like today’s teenie boppers.
And there is nothing teenie about them. The pot
bellies, the acne, the fanny flashing minis and the
day-glo legwarmers. I shudder more though, at the
howls from the wee guys brandishing cocktail sticks
ready to pure chib each other. They hold their glow
sticks and their virginity simultaneously. What are
these children’s parents thinking letting them out like
that?! Those kids should be covered in tea tree oil
and forced to do sit-up’s throughout their teenage
years. And then maybe they can be allowed out. The
other end of the teenage unders’ spectrum outside
the Cathouse sees young Marilyn Mansons swathed
in black sweatshirt material, so pale it looks like
they have spent their entire childhoods locked in a
cellar…
STUFF AND THINGS I, LIKE, TOTALLY LOVE…
Primarni, Prisache, Prishino, Prior, Pradamark, Mark
of Pri. Whatever you call high street grand priestess
Primark I don’t care. I just love it. Even though
the queues are bigger than the lines for a Botox
jab at Taylor Fergusons, I still wait. I can happily
skip out of the shop with a whole outfit for under
£20.00! ‘Mazin! I don’t even care if small Columbian
children in sweatshops are fainting in the process of
manufacturing my bounty.
Looking like a cool female Inspector Gadget in a
summer trench coat and oversized sunglasses.
Tailoring for summer is so hawt. Grab a lightweight
Burberry/Gucci Mac if you can afford it, stick your
hands in your pockets and strut along the pavement.
Or just go to Primark and strut just the same, but
cut off the label and wear expensive shoes to look
more affluent. I love the Christian Dior ‘Josephine’
sunglasses which are £155.00 (01463-520303) in
green. There is also a big black Marc Jacobs pair,
with Italian flag style colour embossing at the side
of the frames, which are £210.00 (as before). Large
sunglasses hide tired eyes and make all smiles look
genuine.
Great!

